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Towards an Algorithm
for Coordination

1. Outline

In the two foregoing chapters, at least three claims have been made. First, it
makes sense to consider rigid categorial grammars as layers in the description of
natural languages (cf. chapter 1). Second, it makes sense to consider coordination
of any sort in relation to coordination of full sentences (cf. ch. 2, section 2).
Third, it makes sense to consider continuous and elliptical coordination two sides
of the same picture (cf. ch. 2, sections 5, 6).
This present chapter is devoted to making these claims as explicit as possible in
developing a computational approach to coordination. It deduces the existence of
an effective procedure to determine the scope of coordination in a given Dutch
sentence with respect to a rigid categorial grammar. This procedure is by its very
nature extragrammatical: it is driven by the categorial grammar and operates on its
representations, but it is neither part of that grammar nor a logical extension of it.
The coverage of coordination in this chapter has at least two limitations. First, it
deals only with the simple coordinators en `and' and of `or'. Complex coordinators
like zowel ... als `both...and', en ... en and noch ... noch `neither...nor' are left out
because they do not, in general, pose problems for the determination of the scope
of coordination; in fact, their complexity is an expression of the scope of the
coordination, since the left coordinate is embedded between the two components
of the coordinator. Other simple coordinators like maar `but' en want `for' deserve
no special attention for the present objectives: want is almost exclusively operative
in coordinating sentences and almost immune to scoping problems, and maar
behaves in all relevant syntactic respects as en and of. Second, the chapter only
deals with single occurrences of coordinators, i.e., with simple coordination. The
chapter aims to demonstrate that an effective procedure to solve coordination by
computational means exists. The extension of this procedure to multiple coordination is left to future research: it will certainly require complicated argument, but
there is, I believe, no reason to assume that it cannot be done in the spirit of the
proposal outlined in this chapter.
The rigid categorial grammar on which the procedure operates and that exhibits
Disharmonious Composition as its main vehicle, is made operative in section 2.
The next sections describe, step by step, how on the basis of that grammar
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coordination can be grasped in meta-reasoning on the grammar's properties. The
main results of this programme are presented in section 4, leading to an effective
identification of two constituents that fix the scope of coordination in a given
sentence. Section 5 offers some conjectures that appear to govern the
wellformedness of coordinative structures and that can be reflected in the
procedure. Finally, in section 6 the standard categorial treatment of coordination
is compared to the present extragrammatical approach.
The appendix to this chapter present, in a general format, an explicit description
of the procedure.
Throughout all sections, the line of reasoning is presented in explicit and named
statements, followed by some additional argumentation as to their reliability if
necessary. Though they are connected by the running text, the emphasis is on the
statements. In order to bring in more profile, I have marked, in sections 2 to 4,
those statements that I consider to be central to the approach with Ë.
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2. Grammar definition
This section contains descriptions of several grammatical notions that the coordination
procedure is based on. In particular, it defines the data structures (cf. 2.1) and the
combinatory operations (cf. 2.2) of a minimal categorial grammar in the sense of chapter 1.
Section 2.3 presents some elementary properties of this set-up that are relevant for the
procedure; it amounts to a definition of full reduction.

2.1. Data structures
The first thing to be defined is the set of types. The description is recursive, as
usual, but the intended type for coordinators and, or and but is kept primitive and
does not go into complex type. Moreover, a particular subset of types is
distinguished: the set of first-order or linear types, being the union of the
primitive types and the set of those complex types the argument of which is
primitive (cf. König 1990, Cremers 1989). This set of linear types is the domain
of the grammar explored here (cf. definition 8 below). As a consequence (also
noted in chapter 1) the set of basic (atomic) types is relatively large. Though no
particular extension is given here, I will assume that it includes at least s, n, np
and vp.
(1)
DEFINITION Type, Linear Type
(a) COORD is in BasicType.
(b) BasicType is a proper non-empty subset of Type.
(c) Whenever a and b are in Type-{COORD}, a/b and a\b are in Type.
(d) LinearType is a proper subset of Type defined as:
BasicType c {x*y ε Type * y ε BasicType}.
(As in chapter 1, it may be convenient to abstract away from the direction of the
operator; I use the notation a*b for a/b and a\b). It is evident from this
definition that coordinators are supposed to have no combinatory potential at all.
This is encoded in the next statement.
(2)
STATEMENT COORD Ë
No t ε Type is of the form t*COORD or COORD*t.
For all t ε LinearType - {COORD}, COORD-count(t) = 0.
The second clause of this statement is just a weak implication of the first.
As is usual, types split into a head and a complement, or — equivalently -a range
and a domain:
(3)
DEFINITION Head and Complement
(a) If t ε BasicType, Head(t) = t
3
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(b) For x*y ε Type, Head(x*y) = Head(x) and Complement(x*y) = y.
By easy recursion, the head of a complex type is the leftmost basic type in its
representation.
Next, constituency is defined in relation to a sentence. As is usual in parsing, a
constituent is marked with respect to the positions of the (lexical) elements of the
sentence that are covered by it. Hence, the span, giving the leftmost and rightmost
of these positions, is a shorthand for some lexical string.
(4)
DEFINITION Constituent
A constituent of a sentence with n lexical elements is a triple <index,
span, type>, where index is an integer such that 1  index  n, span is a
pair of integers [i,j] such that i  j  n, and type is a member of
LinearType.
The index marks the ordering of a constituent in a string relative to other
constituents in a left-to-right fashion. It may change along with any categorial
operation on a string of constituents (cf. definition 8). A string of constituents
may represent a cross-section of the structure of a sentence, seen as a directed
acyclic graph (cf. definition 6). The type identifies the combinatory potential of
the constituent with respect to other categories, encoded in definition (8). The
name COORD will be used both for the type COORD and for any constituent [i,
[j,j], COORD].
Since constituency is defined in relation to a sentence as a part of a cross-section
through its structure and since there are many cross-sections or slices of a graph,
it is useful to keep track of individual constituents. For that purpose, two forms
of identity must be distinguished.
(5)
DEFINITION Identity of Constituents
(a) Two constituents of a sentence are said to be identical modulo index iff
their spans and their types are equal. Identity modulo index is
expressed by the identity relation =mi.
(b) Two constituents are said to be typologically identical iff their types are equal.
Typological identity is expressed by the relation =t.
It is obvious that identity modulo index implies typological identity, but not the
other way around. In fact, identity modulo index is the ultimate form of identity of
constituents, since the index is relative to the way the structure is sliced, but has
nothing to do with (lexical) content or combinatory power.
We are now in a position to define a central notion in the exposition to come. In
this definition, an obvious generalization of identity modulo index is applied to
strings.
(6)
DEFINITION String of constituents
4
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A string S#n of constituents is a sequence [c(1), c(2),...,c(n)], where
each c(i) is a constituent with index i and for each c(i) = <i,[j,jN],t>
and c(i+1) = <i+1,[k,kN], tN>, k = jN + 1.
If S#m and S#k are the strings [a(1),...,a(m)] and [b(1),...,b(k)]
respectively, [S#m, S#k] is the string S#(m+k) and

S#(m+k) =mi [a(1),...,a(m),b(m+1),...,b(m+k)].

A string of constituents is to be a cross-section through the graphical
representation of a sentence's structure. Consider the following graph of labelled
nodes.
(7)
a
b

c

d
e
f
g
If we take the node labels to be constituents, (7) contains all and only the
following slices as strings: [a], [b], [d], etc., [b, c], [b, f, g], [d, e, c], [d, e, f, g]
and all their continuous substrings, e.g., [e, f], [b, f] and so on. [d, a] or [e, g] do
not count as strings, since the spans of their members are not adjacent. Strings of
length 1 are identified with their member.
At several points in the subsequent sections, it will be convenient to consider only
the types of the constituents in a string; I will refer to the typological aspects of
strings with phrases like `a string typed [a, b/c, d]'.

2.2. Combinatorics
Given the notions of section 2.1, we can make precise the operation mode of a
disharmonious, linear, first order, bidirectional categorial grammar that is argued
for in chapter 1. First, I will define a `run-time' version of the basic combinatory
rules of such a system. Central in this system is a partial function mapping strings
into strings:
(8)
DEFINITION Reduction Ë
For a given string S#n, n > 1, Reduction(S#n, c(i), c(j)) is the unique
string S#(n-1) such that
(a) c(i) and c(j) are in S#n, AND
(b) j = i + 1 and if [k,kN] is the span of c(i), the span of c(j) is [kN+1, m],
AND
(c) either, for types in LinearType
(i) the type of c(i) is a/b and the type of c(j) is b, or
(ii) the type of c(i) is a/b, the type of c(j) is b\c and a U c, or
5
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(iii) the type of c(i) is a, the type of c(j) is b\a, or
(iv) the type of c(i) is a/b, the type of c(j) is c\a and c U b,
AND
(d) (i) S#(n-1) = [t(1),...,t(i-1), r(i), t(i+1),...,t(n-1)], and
(ii) the type of r(i) is a in the case of (8ci),
a\c in the case of (8cii),
b in the case of (8ciii),
c/b in the case of (8civ),
and
(iii) t(k) =mi c(k) for 1  k < i and t(k) =mi c(k+1) for (n-1)  k
> i+1, and,
(iv) the span of r(i) consists of the first member of the span of c(i)
and the second member of the span of c(j),
AND
(e) i is the smallest integer in S#n for which the requirements (8b), (8c)
and (8d) simultaneously hold.
(f) Reduction(S#n, c(i), c(j)) is undefined otherwise.
The definition basically describes the effect of categorial cancelling as a relation
between strings of types. It is reminiscent of the Gentzen format for categorial
deduction, elaborated by Lambek (1958), Moortgat (1988) and König (1990),
among others. A typical derivation looks like:
(9)

S#1

:

S#2

:

S#3

:

S#4

:

S#(n-1)

S#n:

c(1)

________ Reduction(S#2,c(1),c(2))
[c(1) c(2)]

____________ Reduction(S#3,c(2),c(3))
[c(1) c(2) c(3)]

:

___________ Reduction(S#4,c(1),c(2))
....................
......................
.......................
[c(1) c(2) c(3)...c(n-1)

__________________ Reduction(S#n,c(3),c(4))
[c(1) c(2).............c(n)]

(8) will be commented on clausewise.
Clause (8a) is trivial, as it restricts reduction to constituents present in the string
that is operated on, i.e., the first argument of Reduction. Clause (8b) expresses a
feature that is implicit in all current categorial systems: the adjacency of operanda.
Steedman (1990) even ranks it among the principles of combinatory categorial
grammar: “Combinatory rules may only apply to entities which are linguistically
realized and adjacent” (p. 225), although it should not be seen as a fundamental
6
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principle of categorial grammar as such (cf. Levelt 1974; vol II; 4.2). Note that in
Steedman's prescription the requirement of realization is not very distinctive; we
may take at least some empty categories to be linguistically realized, but I will not
explore this possible extension and restrict constituents to spans with overt lexical
content.
Since adjacency is crucial in parallel structures like coordination, it is useful to
highlight this property of reduction:
(10)
DEFINITION Adjacency
Clause (8b) is referred to as the adjacency condition on reduction.
The next clause in the definition of reduction restricts the operanda to linear
types of the specified design. In particular, all arguments are required to be basic
types. The advantages of such a restriction for parsing are explored in Cremers
(1989) and König (1990).
(11)
DEFINITION Linearity Ë
The requirements with respect to BasicType in the clauses (8c)
express the linearity of reduction.
Moreover, the inequalities added to the intended composition environments (8cii)
and (8civ) exclude type assignments that would leave undecided the labour
division between the two functional categories. It is a nasty but inherent property
of the rule of Disharmonious Composition that a string [b/a a\b] is undecidable
(cf. chapter 1, section 3). I am not able to produce any reasonable lexical
assignment that would give rise to a grammatical embedding of such strings (in
Dutch, that is to say), but I am not sure whether this hints at a deep property of
language that is reflected in undecidability, or just lack of fantasy. The string in
question would, if part of a grammatical sentence, be a symptom of a relatively
order insensitive structure. In any case, there is no natural way to handle it in
machine parsing of disharmonious categorial grammar.
Clauses (8d) define the value of reduction. (8di), (8diii) and (8div) jointly indicate
that reduction is order preserving in that the resulting constituent takes over the
span of the operand constituents and nothing of interest happens to its right and
to its left, except for a reindexation of constituents following the new created one.
Subclause (8dii) shows that the basic operations are restricted to functional
Application, in the cases of (8ci) and (8ciii), and Disharmonious Composition, in
the cases of (8cii) and (8civ).
Clause (8e) is in fact a parsing instruction that is not essential to the grammar. To
make the grammar operative, however, we must fix some mode of reducing a
string, and I have decided here on a left-to-right fashion. As a matter of fact, it
might be necessary to amend the left-first strategy in order to cope with a
configuration like
7
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(12)

... the
np/n

man
n

withthe

blue pants ...
n\n

Here, the left-first strategy needlessly destroys the argument for the left looking
attributive PP. We could either prevent this by building in some look ahead
device (`cancel unless there is a leftward looking functor to the right whose
domain may be affected') or by choosing a non-deterministic cancelling mode.
The latter tactics would be inefficient, however, since backtracking on linear types
will not yield alternative analyses (cf. chapter 1). Therefore it is best to take clause
(8e) as a synecdoche of some fixed operation mode.
(13)
DEFINITION Left-first Reduction
Clause (8e) is referred to as the left-first condition on reduction.
The outcome of the operation Reduction(S#n, c(i), c(j)) is a string of
constituents S#(n-1), on which again Reduction may or may not be defined. Note
that under the left-first condition it is defined on S#(n-1) only if it is defined for
a pair of its constituents with index  (i-1). Furthermore, we can derive a more
comprehensive operation because of left-first (13) and adjacency (10):
(14)
DEFINITION Reduce(x)
For a given string S#n, Reduce(i) is to be the operation Reduction(S#n, c(i), c(j)), defined whenever this reduction is defined, and
undefined otherwise.
It is now straightforward to define in the present setting the counterpart to a
(partial) derivation, by abstracting on recursive Reduction.
(15)
DEFINITION Reduction Level Ë
A string S#k is a reduction (level) of S#n iff S#k =
Reduction(Reduction(....(Reduction(Reduction(S#n, c(i), c(j)), t(iN),
t(jN)),...)). If so, k < n.
Since, at each level, Reduce(i) is either uniquely defined or undefined, there are at
most (n-1) reduction levels for each string S#n. Given the definition of reduction
(8), it is also straightforward that each reduction level of a string S#n is unique.
This is made precise in the following statement, the proof of which is trivial.
(16)
STATEMENT Uniqueness of Reduction Levels
If S#k is a reduction level of S#n, every reduction level SN#k is such that
SN#k = S#k.
It is of some importance to note that the statement holds for any fixed,
deterministic reduction strategy beyond the one expressed in clause (8e) if only
8
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Reduction(x, y, z) is uniquely evaluated under that strategy: given a value for x,
there is at most one pair of values for y and z for which the operation is defined.
Finally, it is useful to introduce
(17)
DEFINITION Reduction Set
The Reduction Set of S#n is the set of triples of constituents [a, b, c]
such that for some k, 2 < k  n, Reduction(S#k, a, b) is defined and
c replaces [a, b] at S#(k-1) according to the clauses (8d).
The Reduction Set of S#n evidently contains all its partial parses: by the
definition of Reduction (8) and of Reduction Level (15) this set is unique and
partially ordered with respect to the spans of the third member of each triple.

2.3. Metacombinatorics
The framework of the previous section makes available some notions that will be
of major importance in the reasoning on the solution of coordinated structures.
First, I stipulate some aspects of the relation between constituents against the
background of Reduction.
(18)
DEFINITION Satisfaction Ë
For any string S#n, n > 1, and any two of its constituents c(i) and
c(j), i < j:
(a) (i) c(i) and c(j) satisfy each other iff Reduction(S#n, c(i),
c(j)) is defined
(ii) c(i) f(unctor)-satisfies c(j) iff they satisfy each other by
virtue of clause (8ci) or clause (8cii)
(iii) c(i) a(rgument)-satisfies c(j) iff they satisfy each other by
virtue of clause (8ciii) or clause (8civ).
(b) c(i) and c(j) potentially satisfy each other if their types are as
required by one of the clauses (8c)
(c) c(i) and c(j) virtually satisfy each other if they potentially satisfy
each other and there is no c(iN), i < iN < j, such that c(iN) and
c(j) or c(i) and c(iN) potentially satisfy each other.
Here are some examples of satisfaction, demonstrated on the basis of an indexed
and typed string.
(19)
index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
type
a/b b\c d/e
d
f\d g/h
i
h\j
C(1) and c(2) satisfy each other; c(1) f-satisfies c(2) and c(2) a-satisfies c(1).
C(3) potentially a-satisfies c(5), which thus potentially f-satisfies c(3), but they do
not virtually satisfy each other since c(4) and c(5) potentially (and virtually)
9
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satisfy each other. C(6) virtually f-satisfies c(8). Clearly, if two constituents
(potentially) satisfy each other, one is (potentially) f-satisfied and the other
(potentially) a-satisfied.
The notions of satisfaction defined in (18) enable us to reflect on reductions
independent of their being actually defined at the level of reduction under
consideration. This will turn out to be a great help in establishing the procedure
that is to handle the scope of coordination. In particular, it may be clear that
virtual mutual satisfaction of two constituents at level S#n is a necessary (though
not sufficient) condition for their reduction at some level S#k, k  n. Moreover,
we are entitled to make the following statement.
(20)
STATEMENT Satisfaction Statement
A constituent c(i) in a string S#k virtually satisfies at most one
constituent c(i+j) and at most one constituent c(i-jN), with j  (k-i)
and jN < i.
The statement is implied by clause (18c). For suppose that c(i) would potentially
satisfy two different constituents c(k) and c(kN) to its right, with kN > k > i. Even
if c(i) potentially f-satisfied one and a-satisfied the other, it will always be the case
that the potential satisfier c(k) intervenes between c(i) and c(kN), blocking
mutual virtual satisfaction of the latter pair according to (18c). The same
reasoning, of course, is valid on the lefthand side of c(i). This proves (20).
The definitions of constituency (4) and identity of constituents (5) allow us to
keep track of constituents through levels of reduction. Obviously, if a =mi b, a
and b incorporate the same constituent (identical spans and types) at possibly
different levels of reduction. When combined with satisfaction, this yields
important insight in possible reductions:
(21)
STATEMENT Satisfaction/Reduction Ë
If c(i) and c(j) do not virtually satisfy each other at S#m, there are
no a and b, a =mi c(i) and b =mi c(j), such that Reduction(S#k, a,
b) is defined at any level S#k with m  k.
This statement says that reductions can be partially (negatively) predicted by
inspection of a certain level. Consider the following derivation.
(22)
S#(k-1): ............
_____________ Reduction(S#k, a, b)
S#k:
...a b......
............
_________________
S#m:
...c(i)...c(j)....
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Statement (21) implies that if a =mi c(i) and b =mi c(j), c(i) and c(j) virtually
satisfy each other at S#m. It can be proved by its contraposition: if
Reduction(S#k, a, b) is defined, there is a level S#m, m  k, such that some c(i)
and c(j) virtually satisfy each other at that level and c(i) =mi a and c(j) =mi b.
This is of course true for k = m. Now let Reduction(S#k, a, b) be defined and
consider level S#(k+1). If a has index i at S#k and Reduce(i) is defined at
S#(k+1), c(i) Umi a by clause (8div). The same holds with respect to b and
index (i+1). If Reduce(i) or Reduce(i+1) is defined at S#(k+1), the statement is
(trivially) valid at k = m but at no other level. If neither Reduce(i) nor
Reduce(i+1) is defined at S#(k+1), a and b result from reindexing according to
(8diii). In that case, for some c(i) and some c(i+1) at S#(k+1), a =mi c(i) and b
=mi c(i+1). Since virtual satisfaction is not affected by indices, c(i) and c(i+1)
virtually satisfy each other iff a and b do, which is the case because
Reduction(S#k, a, b) is defined by assumption. This proves the contraposition to
statement (21).
Furthermore, two immediate consequences of the reduction mode advocated
here are noteworthy.
(23)
STATEMENT Disappearance Statement
A constituent z occurs at reduction level S#k iff at no level S#(k+i)
is there a constituent c(j) such that z =mi c(j) and Reduce(j) or
Reduce(j-1) is defined.
The definition of reduction (8) implies that whenever constituents x and y are
reduced to z, neither z =mi x nor z =mi y; in fact, if Reduce(i) is defined at
some level, neither c(i) nor c(i+1) will occur at any level of reduction thereafter.
Statement (23) is fairly trivial and has many equivalent formulations.
(24)
STATEMENT Crossing Satisfaction Failure Ë
Given a substring [a, b, c, d] at S#n, at no level of reduction S#k, k
 n, Reduction(S#k, bN, dN) or Reduction(S#k, aN, cN) is defined,
where a =mi aN, b =mi bN, etc.
This follows from the adjacency requirement (10) and the constructivity of
reduction: no reduction will reduce any span.
To conclude this section on combinatorics beyond straight reduction, I will
define two closely related and selfevident notions on strings of constituents that
will play an important role in the coordination issue.
(25)
DEFINITION Fully Reduced String Ë
A string S#n is said to be fully reduced (FR) iff Reduce(i) is
undefined (for all i < n). Such a string is named S+fr.
(26)
DEFINITION FR Level
11
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A string S#k is an FR level of S#n iff S#k is a reduction level of
S#n and Reduce(i) is not defined at S#k (for any i < k).
FR strings are those levels of reduction where the cancelling train cannot go any
further. It should be evident from the deterministic character of Reduction (8)
that for every string there is a unique FR level. Here is an example in which the
constituents are represented by their types.
(27)
S#5 = S+fr: a/f e COORD d\e f\d
____________________Reduction(S#6,f/g,g\d)
S#6: a/f e COORD d\e f/g g\d
________________________ Reduction(S#7,d/j,j\e)
................................................
................................................
Reduction(S#9,h/i,i)
___________________________________
S#(9): a/f e/h h/i i COORD (d\e)/j j f/g g\d
Reduction(S#10,(a/f)/k,k)
__________________________________________
S#(10): (a/f)/k k e/h h/i i COORD (d\e)/j j f/g g\d
Since Reduce(i) is not defined at S#5, as one can easily check, this string is the
only FR level of S#10.
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3. Defining coordination
This section defines the notions of Coordination Level and Grammatical Coordinated String.
Moreover, it introduces several relevant properties of these representations with respect to
parallelism. It amounts to the conclusion that, generally, the string properly representing the
scope of coordination is not a level of reduction.

3.1. General aspects
In this section the relevant notions around coordination are introduced against
the background of the formalisms described in the previous section. Though at
least some of them may look awkward, most of them are transparent
reformulations of concepts that are introduced and discussed in chapter 2.
(28)
DEFINITION Coordinated String
S#n is a coordinated string iff for some 1 < i < n, the type of t(i) in
S#n is COORD.
Recall that COORD is a basic type and does not negatively occur in complex
types. For this reason alone, a coordinated string cannot be reduced completely,
i.e., it has no level of reduction S#1. It is important to note, however, that
coordinated strings cannot be reduced completely on the basis of reduction (8)
for another reason, namely the double occurrence of combinatory types to the
left and the right of the coordinator. Viewed this way, the syncategorematicity of
COORD just confirms the kernel problem of the reduction of coordinated
strings.
As before, I will use COORD both for the type of a coordinator and for the
constituent itself. Definition (28) excludes strings with coordinators as first or last
constituent from further consideration: if a coordinator is the first element, the
coordination is solved already, and if the coordinator is the last element, the string
has no chance of being grammatical.
The next description defines the central structure in the analysis of coordinated
strings.
(29)
DEFINITION Coordination Level Ë
A string S is a coordination level S+co of a coordinated string S#n iff
(a) there is a partition [LL+fr, L+fr, COORD, R+fr, RR+fr] of S,
where each substring is fully reduced, L+fr = [L(1),...,L(n)] and
R+fr = [R(1),...,R(m)], with n,m > 0, and LL+fr and RR+fr are
possibly empty, AND
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(b) for every constituent c of S either there is a cN in S#n such that c
=mi cN or c is the third member of a triple in the Reduction Set of
S#n, AND
(c) for every R(i), there is an L(j) such that R(i) =t L(j), AND
(d) for every R(i), R(iN), i < iN, if R(i) =t L(j) and R(iN) =t L(jN), then j
< jN.
The Coordination Level is the `piece de résistance' of the algorithm this chapter
aims at. It is this string that the algorithm has to determine the existence of and
the specifications for, when it is given as input a coordinated string S#n. The
relation between the Coordination Level and the coordinated string is settled by
clause (29b). Other aspects of its definition are highlighted below.
(30)
DEFINITION Coordinate
The substrings L+fr and R+fr of a coordination level S+co as
defined in (29) are said to be the left and right coordinates,
respectively.
At some points I will indicate the left and right coordinate of a coordination as
L+co and R+co.
(31)
DEFINITION Scope of Coordination
The coordinates of a coordination level constitute the scope of the
coordination.
Since this study deals with the determination of the scope of coordination, the last
definition stresses the relevance for this enterprise of (29).
Clause (29c) reflects the content of the String Repetition Hypothesis that was
defended in chapter 2. It is essentially asymmetric in requiring that each
constituent of the right coordinate R+fr have an equally typed counterpart in the
left coordinate L+fr, but not vice versa. This asymmetry gives rise to a proper
definition of coordinative ellipsis in terms of the length of the two coordinates.
The length of a (sub)string is simply the number of hetero-indexed constituents in
it.
(32)
DEFINITION Coordinative Ellipsis
A coordination level S+co is a coordinative ellipsis iff,
with respect to the partition [LL+fr, L+fr, COORD, R+fr,
RR+fr], *L+fr* > *R+fr*.
(When referring to full strings, I have chosen for a standard indication of their
length in the integer following #; cf. definition 6. Extending this convention to
substrings, we could write L+fr#k whenever *L+fr* = k, etc., but I will not
pursue this notation for substrings, since substrings do not indicate ordered levels
of reduction).
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Clause (29d) includes another important feature of coordination, which was
discussed in section 2.4.
(33)
DEFINITION Parallelism Ë
Clause (29d) expresses the parallelism requirement for coordination
Together, (29c) and (29d) fix what I take to be the standard pattern of
coordination: a complete typological mapping of the right coordinate into the left
coordinate, preserving linear order. Unfortunately, languages disturb this pattern
in two different ways. First, the right coordinate may contain constituents that
have no typological counterpart in the left coordinate. Second, the order of types
in the right coordinate may be a permutation of the order in the left coordinate.
(34, 34) gives some examples of the first type. The second type was already
discussed in chapter 2, section 4; two examples are given in (35).
(34) (a) Hij zei dat het meisje naar huis en Jan waarschijnlijk
he said that the

girl

to

naar de stad is gelopen

home and Jan probably

to the city has walked
`He said that the girl walked home and that Jan probably walked to the city.'

(b) Het meisje moest haar huiswerk
the girl

had

maken
(c)

her

en vervolgens strafregels

homework and subsequently lines

make
`The girl had to make her homework and, subsequently, lines.'

Ik woon hier al

vijftien jaar, en met plezier

I live
here already fifteen
years and with pleasure
`I have lived here for fifteen years, and with pleasure.'

(d) Veel steden zijn
many cities

in

de Tweede Wereldoorlog

have-been during the Second World War

vernietigd, maar alleen Nagasaki en Hiroshima door een
destroyed

atoombom
(e)

but

only

Nagasaki and Hiroshima

nuclear-bomb

Sommigen eten helemaal niet en

by

a

anderen alleen snoep

some
eat at-all
not and others
`Some do not eat at all, and others only eat candy.'

only

candy

(35) (a) The freshmen take exam this week and next week the sophomores
(b) ... die weinigen en uitverkorenen, die niet kuis zijn uit
those few

kuisheid, noch uit
chastity

nor

and chosen-ones

that not

dapperheid dapper

out-of courage

chaste are

out-of

courageous

(A. van der Leeuw, Ik en mijn Speelman)
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The permutation examples (35) are elliptic coordinations. This is not accidental.
To my knowledge, permutation is near to being excluded in ordinary
(non-constituent) coordination.
(36) (a) ?*...dat in Amsterdam twee Duitsers maar wij in Rotterdam
that in Amsterdam

de beste kans
the best

two

Germans but

maken

we in Rotterdam

chances have

(b) ?*...dat ik de boeken aan Jan en aan Kees de rekeningen
that I

the books

gegeven heb
given

(c) ?*Hij nam

to

Jan and to

have

Kees the bills

Marie met tegenzin maar met

he brought Marie

reluctantly

but

plezier jou mee

with pleasure you along

The marginality of (36) is not surprising: local inversion affects topic—comment
relations and stress patterns, and it is difficult to have different contrasts in one
sentence (cf. Dirksen 1990). In coordinative ellipsis a reset of these contours
appears to be possible if the elliptic coordinate is supposed to carry a full sentence,
i.e., if it is preceded by one. Otherwise, inversion of constituents in the right
coordinate runs into serious problems too; compare
(37) (a) Zij heeft uit liefde, hij uit
eigenbelang voor jou getuigd
she has out-of love
he out-of expediency
for
`She gave evidence for you out of love, he out of expediency.'

you testified

(b) *Zij heeft uit liefde, uit eigenbelang hij voor jou getuigd.
Therefore, I retain the conjecture made in chapter 2, that permutations are
restricted to major coordinative ellipsis. The coordination algorithm, then, only
needs to consider the possibility of grammatical permutation when it has detected
a full sentence immediately preceding COORD. Since, moreover, coordinative
ellipsis is subject to strict conditions on the nature of the `remnants' (see chapter
2 section 5.4, and section 6 of this chapter), permutation in the right coordinate
does not seem to injure the tractability of the recognition procedure. For this
reason, I will not pursue the violations of parallelism by permutation in this
chapter.
The other divergence from the standard pattern of coordination — the right
coordinate containing types not matched by the left coordinate — was
exemplified in (34, 34). A particular subclass of these divergences can be easily
identified: in the right conjunct, continuous or discontinuous, free adjuncts of
type x*x can be added. This is illustrated in (34a) and (34b). (34c) holds a
specimen of a Dutch school grammar test for adjuncts: if you can isolate a
constituent by plugging in en (wel) `and' without ending up with nonsense, this
constituent is not an argument. The peculiar thing here is that the `additional' free
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adjunct is the only constituent to the right of COORD. In fact, there is no limit
on the number of free adjuncts that may constitute a right coordinate:
(38)
Hij woont daar al
vijftien jaar, en volgens
mij
he lives

there already fifteen

over het geheel genomen met

years and according-to me

plezier

in general
with pleasure
`He has lived there for fiftheen years, and generally with pleasure, according to
me.'

There is, however, no reason to believe that the free adjuncts are a threat to
parallelism. Indeed, we can ignore types of the form x*x on the right side of
COORD with respect to the type mapping (29c). Of course, they take part in the
grammaticality check that is defined below. Though not a free adjunct, the
agentive PP in (34d) can be treated in the same way. From a combinatory point of
view, it is a modifier and its being added to the righthand coordinate does not
affect the interpretation of the lefthand side.
The failure of left-to-right mapping in (34e) is considerably more complicated. It
was brought to my attention by Jack Hoeksema. I am inclined to consider it a
remarkable specimen of a large class of categorial `mismatches' across
coordination that is dealt with by Sag et al. (1985). Their objective is to explain
why coordination is relatively liberal in the choice of categories that together may
constitute a coordinated phrase in a wellformed sentence. Here are some of their
examples, taken from a large body of observations in the literature on
coordination.
(39) (a) Pat is a republican and proud of it (NP and PP)
(b) Pat was awarded the Golden Fleece Award and very upset about it
(VP and AP)
(c) Pat is either asleep or at the office (AP or PP)
(d) Pat remembered the appointment and that it was important to be on
time (NP and S)
Sag et al. argue that an extended notion of category is needed to explain why these
sentences are wellformed: the notion of a category as a bundle of features,
developed in Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar (cf. Gazdar et al. 1985) and
approaches emanating from it. In that perspective, categories can be considered
tantamount to partially ordered sets. The category C of a coordination [C X
COORD Y], then, is such that C B X and C B Y but not necessarily X = Y. The
limit for this construction is given with the minimal specification that C needs to
fulfil its role in a sentence. In (39b), for example, the category of the coordination
is the bundle of features that the VP and the AP have in common, provided that
this intersection is at least equal to what was requires its complement to be.
The approach of Sag et al. (1985) is almost irresponsibly simplified here, but its
appeal is strong. Moreover, I do not think that it is incompatible with the
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typological definitions in (29). Quite to the contrary: the idea that types are
partially ordered (by 6) is at the heart of categorial grammar. For one thing, there
is the notion of conjoinable types: types a and b are said to be conjoinable if there
is a type c such that a 6 c and b 6 c (cf. Partee and Rooth 1983, Van Benthem
1991: 76ff). Relative to their type changing capacity, categorial deduction systems
may create some space for initial type divergences between coordinates, if the
types are conjoinable. This space may not be sufficient to cover the whole range
of variety that Sag et al. (1985) deal with, but it shows that the fundamentals of
their approach do not run counter to the notion of category in the present setting.
Unfortunately, the categorial grammar that is chosen here is very restrictive. In
particular, it does not allow nontrivial monadic type changes a 6 b. On the other
hand, nothing resists an interpretation of types as bundles of features, where type
markers are descriptions of the combinatory power of those bundles. This
appears to be the kernel of Categorial Unification Grammar (cf. Uzskoreit 1986,
Zeevat 1991, Bouma 1993). In this spirit, the =t requirement in (29c), introducing
the mapping between the left and the right coordinate, can be relaxed up to
unifiability and/or conjoinability of the complex symbols it relates. Recall that the
relation is defined as holding between constituents, not between types. Since such
a reinterpretation of typological identity does not affect the nature of the
procedure that this chapter aims at, it is more convenient to adhere to the simple
form that was stipulated in (29c).
The reader may have noted that there is a certain bias in the interaction of the
clauses (29c) and (29d) in that they do not jointly select a specific counterpart in
L+fr (the left coordinate) to each constituent in R+fr. In L+fr may occur e.g.,
two constituents of type a that are both typologically identical with a constituent
in R+fr. The clauses do not discriminate between the two possible =t relations,
although (29d) will be met by only one of them. Instead of complicating
definition (29) to resolve this bias, I will introduce an explicit specification of this
relation in the following definition. For this purpose, we have to consider the set
of all pairs <R(i), L(j)> for which R(i) =t L(j). Of this set can be marked those
subsets in which for each R(i) there is exactly one member <R(i), L(j)> and for
each two members <R(i), L(j)> and <R(iN), L(jN)> it is true that i < iN iff j < jN.
Let us name these `parallelized' subsets the image sets of a coordination level
S+co. Then we can identify the desired relation between a lefthand and a
righthand side constituent by the following
(40)
DEFINITION
C-image Ë
A constituent a at a coordination level S+co is the C(oordination)-image
of b iff <a, b> or <b, a> is a member of an image set of S+co.
This gives us the pairing of constituents of R+fr and L+fr that is implicit in (29).
As an example, consider the following string and assume that L+fr is the
substring to the left of COORD and R+fr the substring to the right of COORD.
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(41)

index 1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8
type
a
b
a
c COORD
b
a
c
The set of constituent pairs {<6, 2>, <7, 1>, <8, 4>} is not an image set since
the ordering between indices 6 and 7 conflicts with the ordering of their
respective counterparts 2 and 1. Consequently, 7 is not a C-image of 1. The set
{<6,2>, <7,3>, <8,4>}, however, is an image set (the only one, in fact). So, 7
and 3 are each other's C-images, as are, of course, 8 and 4 and 6 and 2. C-images
are not necessarily unique, as can be seen from the next example.
(42)
index 1 2 3 4
5 6
type
a
b
b COORD
a
b
Here we have two different image sets, to wit {<5, 1>, <6, 2>} and {<5, 1>, <6,
3>}. Therefore, the constituent with index 6 has two C-images. It is obvious that
this ambiguity may only arise in coordinative ellipsis but not in continuous
coordination, where *L+fr* = *R+fr*. This is made explicit below.
(43)
STATEMENT Uniqueness of C-images Ë
For every constituent in the scope of a continuous coordination
(*L+fr* = *R+fr*) there is at most one C-image.
This and other sections will strongly rely on the notion of C-image. Among its
evident consequences is the following.
(44)
STATEMENT C-image Pair
Every coordination level contains at least two different constituents a
and b such that a and b are each other's C-image.
The statement is based on the requirement in (29a) that coordinates be
non-empty.
It was stressed above that the coordination levels of a string are the ultimate
objects of desire in this chapter. To arrive there, however, we still have a long
way to go. One of the landmarks on this route is defined here.
(45)
DEFINITION FR subco-level
The FR subco-level S-co+fr of a coordinated string S#n is the unique
string S#m such that
(a) S#m is a reduction level of S#n, and
(b) S#m = [L, COORD, R] were both L and R are fully reduced.
(From now one, the left and right wings of a level S-co+fr are dubbed L-co+fr
and R-co+fr). The uniqueness of S-co+fr for a given S#n follows from the
definitions (16), (26) and the nonreducibility of COORD (2); in fact, S-co+fr is
the S+fr of a coordinated string. S-co+fr is not a coordination level in the sense
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of definition (29). There are two main differences. First, the level S-co+fr of a
string S#n is explicitly required to be a reduction level of S#n, while this is not
required of the coordination level S+co. As a matter of fact, it will be
conjectured below that S+co is not a reduction level of S#n. Second, S-co+fr is
characterized by just a tripartition, where S+co is considered to consist of five
factors. In particular, the coordinates are not distinguishable as such at S-co+fr.
On the other hand, the substrings [LL+fr, L+fr] and [R+fr, RR+fr] of S+co
each consist of FR substrings but are not required to be FR themselves. These
differences lead us to the next statement, which expresses part of the relation (the
quantitative part) between a string S#n, its coordination level S+co and its FR
subco-level S-co+fr.
(46)
STATEMENT Coordination Level Ceiling
For every coordinated string S#n, if S-co+fr = S#k and S+co =
S#m, k  m  n.
(46) follows immediately from the FR requirements on (substrings of) S-co+fr
and S+co and the uniqueness of S-co+fr.

3.2. Wellformedness of coordination
Given the framework outlined thus far, wellformedness conditions on
coordinated strings can be specified. The general outlook is articulated in (47). It
is there that I use the concept of tracing back all coordination to sentential
coordination, which was defended in chapter 2. It must be stressed, though, that
the concept is applied here for no other purpose than to check coordinated
strings for grammaticality. No metaphysics is involved.
(47)
DEFINITION Grammatical Coordinated String Ë
A coordinated string S#n is grammatical iff there is a coordination
level S+co = [LL+fr, L+fr, COORD, R+fr, RR+fr] and an FR
subco-level S-co+fr such that
(a) S-co+fr of S#n is a reduction level of S+co, and
(b) [LL+fr, L+fr, RR+fr] can be typologically reduced to a string of
length 1 consisting of a single constituent typed s.
The impact of this definition needs some detailed clarification. The notions of
coordination level and subco-level have been defined in (29) and (45),
respectively. S-co+fr and S+co, in (47), are to be understood as being the
subco-level and the coordination level, respectively, of the string S#n the
grammaticality of which is at order.
Clause (47a) requires explicitly that there be a chain of reductions (8) leading
from S+co to S-co+fr. The possibility of this reduction is guaranteed by the
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Coordination Level Ceiling statement (46). The clause specifies another aspect of
the relation between a coordinated string, its coordination level and its FR
subco-level: although S+co need not be a reduction level of S#n, S-co+fr must
be a reduction level of both S+co and the coordinated string, as a necessary
condition for grammaticality. S-co+fr is thereby the parsing bridge between a
coordinated string and its coordination level. The precise mode of this connection
will be explored in section 4.
The heart of the matter is in clause (47b). It says that, for some constituent of
type s, a string S#1 with that constituent is a reduction level of the string
consisting of the left coordinate L+fr and all the constituents of S+co outside the
scope of coordination, i.e., the substrings LL+fr and RR+fr. It thus implies that
the individual coordinate is a substring of a sentence in which the other
coordinate does not occur. The remarkable thing about this definition is that no
explicit reference to the right coordinate is necessary. To see why, consider clause
(29c) in the definition of Coordination Level S+co. If R+fr (the right coordinate)
is continuous with respect to L+fr, the C-image definition (40) ensures the
reducibility of [LL+fr, R+fr, RR+fr] whenever [LL+fr,L+fr, RR+fr] can be
reduced. If R+fr is discontinuous with respect to L+fr, the C-image definition
guarantees that a higher order function f can be effectively constructed from the
interpretation of [LL+fr, L+fr, RR+fr] by abstracting over the contributions of
those L(i) in L+fr that have a C-image R(j); this function takes the semantics of
R(j) in R+fr as an argument and provides an interpretation for the proposition
which is elliptically defined by R+fr. The role of such a function, recovering
elliptic coordination, was discussed in chapter 2, section 5.3, with reference to
Dalrymple et al. (1992) and Cremers (1983b). Hence, all we have to do in order to
check the grammaticality of coordinated strings is to construct a coordination
level and the set of corresponding C-images, and to execute a test of condition
(47b). Since this test causes no problems in the grammar of definition (8), we can
henceforth restrict ourselves from now on to constructing coordination levels and
finding C-images in it.
Before we turn to the coordination resolution protocol itself, in section 4, some
important implications of grammatical coordination (47) can be stipulated. The
next definition is just helpful in stating them.
(48)

DEFINITION Driver of a Coordination
The string [LL+fr, L+fr, RR+fr] mentioned in clause (47b), is
referred to as the left driver of the coordination. By analogy, the string
[LL+fr, R+fr, RR+fr] will be named right driver of a coordination.
Thus, the left driver is supposed to be reducible to a designated type s. If the
right coordinate R+fr is continuous, the right driver too is to be reduced to s. If
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the right driver is discontinuous, it is supposed to be interpreted as a proposition
whenever the coordination is grammatical.
An important implication of (47) is the following
(49)
STATEMENT C-image Satisfaction Ë

(a)

If S+co is a coordination level of a grammatical coordinated string
S#n and the peripheral substrings LL+fr and RR+fr of S+co are not
both empty, then
for at least one pair of C-images a and b there is a constituent c
outside the scope of coordination that virtually satisfies a and b at
their respective drivers; one member of this pair is adjacent to c at
S+co;

(b) at their respective drivers all C-images a and b are either both
satisfied from the right or both from the left; the satisfiers of a and b
are equally typed and indexed.
The evidence for this elementary consequence of the present framework runs like
this. Since S#n is grammatical by assumption, the (left) driver generated by S+co
must be reducible to a constituent with type s according to (47b). Since the driver
contains at least two constituents — again by assumption — at least one
reduction must be defined at the level of the driver in which a constituent in a
coordinate is involved. By the FR restrictions (29a) on the partition of S+co,
there is no further reduction within the coordinate. Hence, a reduction at the
driver level affecting a constituent in the coordinate involves a constituent
outside the scope of coordination, i.e. in LL+fr of RR+fr. Since reduction
requires adjacency, the reduction must be operative on border constituents, i.e.
constituents that are peripheral in their respective substrings (factors) at S+co. By
the Satisfaction/Reduction Statement (21), these two categories virtually satisfy
each other at the driver level. At left driver level this amounts to one of the
configurations in (50). This proves the first clause.
(50) (a) [LL+fr ... c] [L+fr a ... ] RR+fr
(b) LL+fr [L+fr ... a] [RR+fr c ....]
Clause (49b) generalizes the reductional kinship between images to all pairs, but
without requiring that the satisfier is present at S+co, as it may result from the
reduction referred to in the first clause. By definitions (33) and (40) C-images
occur in reductions from driver level at exactly the same position. In both drivers,
LL+fr and RR+fr are proper substrings. Consequently, at any level of reduction
of a driver, C-images meet the same satisfaction relations.
Here is another major consequence of (47).
(51)
STATEMENT Uniqueness of Coordination at level k Ë
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If S#n is grammatical, then for every S#k (k  n) there is at most one
partition such that S#k is a coordination level of S#n.
There are many (though tedious) ways to prove this; one is by reductio
ad absurdum. Suppose there are two nonidentical partitions [LL+fr, L+fr,
COORD, R+fr, RR+fr] and [LLN+fr, LN+fr, COORD, RN+fr, RRN+fr] at some
level S#k, and suppose that they differ at least to the left of COORD. Since
their full strings are of equal length and reduction is deterministic, there is at least
one constituent that is in L+fr but not in LN+fr. Clearly, one of these difference
constituents, DC, is the leftmost member of L+fr (cf. 49a and 50a). So L+fr(1) =
DC LN+fr(1). By the definition (29) of coordination level, L+fr(1) has a
C-image R+fr(1), both of which are virtually satisfied, at the level of their
respective drivers, by some constituent in LL+fr or RR+fr, according to (49).
The same holds for LN+fr(1) and RN+fr(1). Now there are two possibilities: either
R+fr(1) =mi RN+fr(1) or R+fr(1) mi RN+fr(1). Since R+fr(1) is always
C-imaged in the left coordinate L+fr, the first possibility is excluded: (49) implies
in that case that some constituent in the driver [LLN+fr, LN+fr, RRN+fr] virtually
satisfies — at S+co — two different constituents, to wit LN+fr(1) and DC. Since
satisfaction conditions are not affected by partitioning of strings, this is excluded
by statement (20): the two constituents that are to be satisfied simultaneously,
LN+fr(1) and DC, are necessarily either both to the right or both to the left of the
intended satisfier. Consequently, R+fr(1) mi RN+fr(1). But note that this is
possible only if RN+fr(1) is a reduction product of R+fr(1) and some constituents
in RR+fr, COORD being fixed. But then it is easy to see that on the righthand
sides of the two partitions the number of constituents cannot be equal: *[R+fr,
RR+fr]* *[RN+fr, RRN+fr]*. Since it is impossible, given the FR requirements
there, that this difference is compensated at the lefthand side of the partitions, the
two partitions are not of equal length. This contradicts the assumption that they
both partition some string S#k. Since nothing hinges on the choice of a wing, this
proves (51).
The next two corollaries establish the relation between S+co, the coordination
level, and the reduction levels of a coordinated string.
(52)
STATEMENT Limit of Reduction/Coordination Level
The coordination level S+co = [LL+fr, L+fr, COORD, R+fr,
RR+fr] is a reduction level of a grammatical coordinated string S#n
iff LL+fr is empty.
Reduction is defined as operating from left to right, depth first (cf. 8e). If S+co is
a reduction level, [LL+fr, L+fr] is fully reduced and equal to L-co+fr;
otherwise, there cannot be (fully) reduced substrings to the right of COORD. As
a consequence, all elements in L+fr and R+fr are to be satisfied by constituents
in RR+fr, according to the C-image Satisfaction statement, or by constituents
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resulting from such an `across-the-board' reduction, since they are not satisfied by
categories in LL+fr, by the definition of FR and the Satisfaction/Reduction
statement (21). If S+co is a coordination level of grammatical S#n, its left driver
(with substrings LL+fr and RR+fr) typologically reduces to s. Consequently, if
LL+fr is not empty, some constituent LL+fr(i) in LL+fr, not satisfied within
[LL+fr, L+fr], must virtually satisfy some constituent RR+fr(j) in RR+fr. Since
the coordinate L+fr is not empty, by definition, it must contain a constituent such
that the members of an intended reduction pair LL+fr(i) and RR+fr(j) become
adjacent to each other during the reduction of the driver. This constituent
virtually satisfies RR+fr(j) while it cannot satisfy LL+fr(i) by the definition of
FR and statement (21). But in that case, RR+fr(j) virtually satisfies this category
at some level of reduction and, by the Satisfaction Statement (20), cannot virtually
satisfy any other category LL+fr(i), as we assumed. Therefore, either LL+fr or
RR+fr is empty. If RR+fr is empty, no category in L+fr is virtually satisfied, as
was demonstrated above. Because the sentence is assumed to be grammatical, this
implies that L+fr contains only one constituent (of type s) and that LL+fr is
empty. If RR+fr is not empty, LL+fr is. This completes the proof of statement
(52).
The reader may have noticed that there is some redundancy in this proof: if two
constituents virtually satisfy each other but some other category intervenes
between them, there is no way for these constituents (i.e., for some constituents
identical to them modulo index) to satisfy each other at any level, since they will
never become adjacent to each other. Therefore, we can shorten the proof by
simply assuming that virtual satisfaction is only relevant for reduction if the
mutual satisfiers are adjacent to each other. Basically, therefore, the implicit use
of Satisfaction statement (20) in the preceding argument was superfluous. This is
specified in the following extension of statement (21).
(53)
STATEMENT Satisfaction/Adjacency
If Reduce(i) is defined at some level S#k, there is a level S#n, n  k
such that some constituents a =mi c(i) and b =mi c(i+1) virtually
satisfy each other at S#n and are adjacent to each other.
Since it sometimes may be useful to consider virtual satisfiers at different sides of
COORD, however, i.e., in superficially nonadjacent positions, I will explicitly
mark reference to this stronger statement.
With or without (53), statement (52) amounts to a simple but important
conclusion.
(54)
STATEMENT Coordination/Reduction Statement Ë
Not every grammatical coordinated string S#n has a coordination
level that is a reduction level of it.
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A simple example may serve as evidence. Let S#n be the string typed [s/a, d/c,
; its coordination level S+co is factorized as [[s/a],
[b/c], COORD, [b/c], [c, a\b]], and shows a non-empty LL+fr typed s/a.
Yet, S#n is grammatical, for its drivers, typed [s/a, b/c, c, a\b], reduce to s.
From statement (52), then, we learn that the coordination level is not a reduction
level of S#n.
b\d, COORD, b/c, c, a\b]
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4. Resolving coordination

In this section, the existence of an effective procedure for the resolution of coordination is
established. Because of the final results of the previous section, it is argued that the procedure
involves decomposition, i.e., the unwinding of certain reductions (cf. 4.1). The conditions on
decomposition are given in 4.2. Section 4.3 presents the main results of this technique applied
to the present categorial framework. It gives detailed reflections on the determination of the
scope of coordination and the construction of the coordination level S+co of a coordinated
string, amounting to the Coordination Lemma (109). The final section, 4.4, derives the
procedures that render this lemma operational. A corresponding algorithm is in the
Appendix.
4.1. General outlook

By now, all arms stand in line for the decisive battle: the determination of the
scope of coordination in a coordinated string. First, the enterprise is defined,
compressing important elements of the foregoing.
(55)
DEFINITION Resolution of Coordination Ë
A coordination in a coordinated string S#n is resolved iff a
coordination level S+co is established. A resolution involves a level
S-co+fr that is a reduction of level of both S#n and S+co.
S+co was defined in (29) and following statements. S-co+fr was introduced in
(45). The relation between them was outlined in (47) and subsequent notions.
The emphasis on the triangle <S#n, S+co, S-co+fr> is provocative. In (54) it
was denied that a coordination level S+co in general is a reduction level of S#n
under the reduction strategy (left-to-right, depth-first) fixed in definition (8) and
subsequent statements. It is far from evident, however, that a different fixed
reduction strategy, e.g., right-to-left or corkscrewing from the centre of the string,
would provide the coordination level automatically. Quite to the contrary, it is
hard to see how any fixed reduction mode could operate so context-sensitively
that the coordination level is necessarily established in the course of the
reduction. On the other hand, if reduction operated at random and traced back if
necessary, the coordination level would be one of the many intermediate levels;
we just cannot tell which, since this strategy cannot discriminate between any two
of its intermediate products. In order to arrive efficiently at a coordination level,
we must therefore use additional power beyond a fixed reduction strategy. This is
the impact of:
(56)
CONJECTURE Reduction Strategy for Coordination Ë
Coordination cannot be solved by a fixed reduction strategy.
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The conjecture generalizes the results of the statements (52) and (54), where it
was proved only for a leftmost depth-first reduction strategy. It implies that we
have to invoke some means for coordination resolution as defined in (55) that are
different from `normal' reduction: the resolution of coordination presupposes a
solid way to determine the coordination level, but a coordination level is not
generally found by just following the reduction strategy. In fact, this point of view
is also implicit in Steedman (1990), and the additional power applied there,
decomposition of reductions, will be heavily exploited below. The present
framework of restricted linear categorial grammar offers a solid foundation for
these exercises, as will be shown below.
An immediate feature of S-co+fr is made explicit in the following statement.
(57)
STATEMENT FR Functor Statement Ë
If S#n is a grammatical coordinated string, its FR subco-level
S-co+fr = [L-co+fr, COORD, R-co+fr] is such that L-co+fr does
not contain categories of type a\b and R-co+fr does not contain
categories of type c/d.
The evidence for (57) is as follows. By definition of S-co+fr, it is a reduction
level of S#n. Clearly, L-co+fr (the leftmost substring of S-co+fr) is itself a
reduction of the two leftmost substrings of some coordination level S+co =
[LL+fr, L+fr, COORD, R+fr, RR+fr]. Therefore, L-co+fr is a substring of a
reduction level of the left driver of the coordination. Let S#n be a grammatical
coordinated string and let L-co+fr contain constituents typed as left-looking
functors a\b. Such a functor can only be satisfied by categories in its left
environment, according to clause (8c) of the definition of reduction. But since it
is not, L-co+fr being fully reduced by definition, the type will never be satisfied
nor reduced: new candidates for possible reductions at the driver level will only
occur on the right. Consequently, S#n cannot be a grammatical coordinated
string because its left driver will not reduce to s (cf. clause 47b). The assumption,
then, that L+fr contains left-looking functors has led us to a contradiction.
The proof for R-co+fr would go along similar lines, if it were not for the fact
that coordinative ellipsis may show up in the rightmost part of S-co+fr. This
might cause absence of categories that are to satisfy types c/d. Therefore the
second part of the statement only holds for full coordination. On the other hand,
if a type c/d occurs in R-co+fr, S#n is either ungrammatical, or it is the type of
a category belonging to the right coordinate and coordinative ellipsis is at stake.
Next, we can single out the one and only situation in which S-co+fr and S+co
come together, thus justifying the quantification in statement (54).
(58)
STATEMENT S-co+fr Statement
If S#n is a grammatical coordinated string, S-co+fr of S#n is a
coordination level iff S-co+fr is typed [s, COORD, s].
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To see why this the case, assume S#n to be grammatical. The `only-if' part is
evident: if S-co+fr is as indicated in the statement, it is a coordination level with
coordinates [s]. As for the `if' part, we can prove its contraposition by reductio ad
absurdum. Suppose S-co+fr is to be analysed as [L-co+fr, COORD, R-co+fr]
with at least one of the peripheral substrings typologically unequal to [s]. Suppose
furthermore that it is a coordination level, with a partition [LL+fr, L+fr,
COORD, R+fr, RR+fr] where LN+fr and RN+fr are the coordinates meeting the
parallelism requirements. Let us concentrate on the leftmost substrings in this
partition. By assumption, [LL+fr, L+fr] = L-co+fr, i.e., L+fr is some suffix of
L-co+fr. As a consequence of the FR Functor Statement (57), L+fr can be
parallel to R+fr only if both strings solely consist of basic-typed constituents. But,
by definition of FR, the categories in these strings are virtually f-satisfied neither
in L-co+fr nor in R-co+fr, although their types show up in both parts of
S-co+fr. But then there is no way to reduce the left driver [LL+fr, L+fr, RR+fr]
= [L-co+fr, RR+fr] to s, unless LL+fr and RR+fr are both zero and L+fr =t
[s]. But since L+fr =t R+fr by the definition of coordinates, the latter proviso
implies that S-co+fr is typed [s,COORD,s] after all, contrary to the assumption.
Therefore, the left driver cannot be reduced and as a consequence of clause
(47b), S#n cannot be grammatical; this contradicts our initial assumption. So we
must assume that for S#n to be grammatical S-co+fr is not a coordination level if
S-co+fr is not typed [s, COORD, s]. This completes the evidence for (58).
The foregoing paves the way for a crucial insight.
STATEMENT C-image at S-co+fr Ë
If S#n is a grammatical coordinated string, there is no coordination
level S+co unequal to S-co+fr such that for any two constituents a
and b in S-co+fr, there are aN and bN at S+co such that aN =mi a and
bN =mi b and aN is the C-image of bN (in S+co).
In effect, the statement says that we cannot find C-images at S-co+fr, with a
possible exception mentioned in (58). So, the following state of affairs is bound to
be excluded:
(60)
S-co+fr: [L-co+fr ... a ...] COORD [R-co+fr ... b ...]
S+co : LL+fr [L+fr.. aN..] COORD [R+fr.. bN..] RR+fr

(59)

S-co+fr S+co
aN and bN each other's C-images
a =mi aN and b = mi bN.

Let us first consider the evidence for proposition (59). The Coordination Level
Ceiling statement (46) states that S-co+fr is a reduction of any coordination level.
Consequently, constituents in S-co+fr may also occur (modulo index) at a
coordination level, as presupposed in the statement. But by the reasoning in the
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proof of statement (58), any two constituents in different substrings of S-co+fr
— C-image candidates — are to be satisfied by different categories or are to
satisfy each other. In the first case, statement (49) implies that they cannot be
each other's C-image (modulo index) at S+co: S+co will not contain one single
constituent to satisfy each of them at the level of their respective drivers unless
S-co+fr also provides that virtual satisfier, by Satisfaction/Reduction (21). In the
latter case, if the candidates virtually satisfy each other, the definition of reduction
prohibits them to be equally typed, as is required for C-images by the definition
(29) and (40). Hence, a pair of constituents at S-co+fr that long to be C-images
modulo index, cannot be satisfied at all, which would render S#n ungrammatical.
Therefore, (59) is valid.
This leaves us with the following situation. In order to establish the scope of
coordination, we have to determine constituents that are each other's C-images at
a coordination level S+co (cf. 29 to 31). This level cannot efficiently be reached
by a fixed reduction strategy, as was conjectured in (56). C-images are not to be
found at the well defined reduction level S-co+fr, however, according to
statement (59). Yet, this is a reduction level of the coordination level S+co at
which C-images should be detectable. Consider the following simple picture of
the accessibility relations between a coordinated S#n, its FR subco-level S-co+fr
and its coordination level S+co when the latter two do not coincide.
(61)
S-co+fr









S+co

S#n

Starting from S#n, we can arrive at S-co+fr by a fixed reduction strategy.
Starting from S+co, we can too. We cannot, however, reach S+co in a purposive
way, starting from S#n, unless we pass by S-co+fr. To travel along the last trail,
we have to unwind the reductions that lead from S+co to S-co+fr, thus
reconstructing S+co. This is what Steedman (1990) introduces as `revealing by
decomposition': a method which will be applied to the present set-up in the next
subsection.
4.2. Relating reduction and coordination

Steedman (1990), dealing with Gapping in a combinatory categorial framework,
adds the following rule to the repertoire:
(62)
Left Conjunct Revealing Rule
X $ Y X\Y, where X = S and Y = given(X).
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The rule decomposes a sentential type into a functor and an argument such that
the reverse of the rule is an instance of some genuine combinatory rule, in this
case application: Y X\Y $ X. By this rule Steedman intends to identify the gap of
a gapped construction, Y, categorially by reference to the given/new distinction,
and to have the functor correspond with a somehow constructed type of the
remnants. He explicitly defends this move by reference to a principle, put
forward by Pareschi (1986), that governs categorial rules like those introduced in
chapter 1:
(63)
Principle of Parametric Neutrality
Specifying any two categories that are related by a given combinatory
rule determines the third.
Its main implication is that — for a given set of rules — we can not only derive
the yield of a reduction of two specified types but also one of the reduced types,
if the yield and the other type are specified. In each of the following parametrized
rule schemata we can determine the unique value of the variable x that makes the
rule schema correspond to either application or disharmonious composition:
(64)
a/b x $ c/b : x = c\a
x b\a $ b
:x=a
a/b b $ x
:x=a
In the same vein, it is not difficult to proof that in the present categorial
framework there is no appropriate value for the variable in each of the following
parametrized schemata:
(65)
a/b x $ a/c
x b/c $ a
Steedman (1990) presents the combination of (62) and (63) as an indication that
Gapping can be subsumed under what in his approach is constituent
coordination. Notwithstanding considerable divergences between Steedman's
grammar and the framework presented here, this section radically generalizes the
use of decomposition, warranted by principle (63), to all forms of coordination in
order to establish coordination levels.
It may be evident that decomposition can be built on the notion of Reduction Set
(17), the `chart' of the parsing system driven by (8).
(66)
DEFINITION Decomposition Ë
A string [x, y] of constituents x and y is a decomposition of some
constituent z occurring at level S#k iff [x, y, z] is in the Reduction
Set at S#k.
A string [x, y, w] is a decomposition of z iff [x, y] is a decomposition of v or [y, w] is a decomposition of u and [v, w] or [x, u] is
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a decomposition of z. Hence, the set of decompositions of z is
downwards closed.
The constituent z is said to contain properly every member of all its
decompositions.
In this and other statements, constituency is tacitly assumed to be defined modulo
index. The definition of Reduction (8), underlying the Reduction Set, guarantees
typological adequacy and span adjacency within decompositions. The trivial
finiteness of the reduction set ensures the finiteness of the set of decompositions
of a certain constituent. Moreover, the order of the Reduction Set at a reduction
level S#k of a string S#n equals (n - k), as can be deduced from the definition of
reduction level (15). Hence, the set of decompositions of a constituent z at S#k
contains at most /  (n-i) strings.
Being an immediate consequence of the link between decomposition and
reduction stipulated in (66), the following statement needs no proof: it just
negatively reformulates the impact of clauses (8c). Yet, it contributes highly to the
reasoning that is developed in what follows.
(67)
STATEMENT Category Statement for Decomposition Ë
For no decomposition [a, b] (of some constituent), it is true that a is
typed v\w or b is typed w/v.
The first step backwards from S-co+fr to S+co is marked thus:
(68)
STATEMENT Decomposition Statement 1
A coordination level S+co not equal to S-co+fr, of a grammatical
coordinated string S#n contains as a substring the decomposition of
at least one constituent occurring at S-co+fr.
The statement is a simple consequence of the Coordination Level Ceiling (46),
definition (66) and the regimentation of reduction in section 2 of this chapter.
The next step is directed immediately towards the central issue of this chapter. It
delimits the possible position of the borders of coordination (cf. 69) within the
coordination level. First, we need a simple definition of the categories at the
outermost edges of the coordinates; they are important objects, as was shown in
the reasoning that proved (51).
(69)
DEFINITION Border of Coordination
The l(eft)-border of a coordination is the leftmost constituent of the
scope of that coordination. The r(ight)-border is the rightmost
constituent of the scope.
In the following configuration on a coordination level S+co, properly factorized
according to (29a), the constituent a is the l-border and b
i

[1,k]
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the r-border of the coordination defined by that level.
(70)
LL+fr [L+fr a ....] COORD [R+fr ... b] RR+fr
Given this definition, I conjecture
(71)
STATEMENT Border Statement Ë
If S#n is a grammatical coordinated string and S+co a coordination
level of it, any substring [x,...,y] of S+co that is a decomposition of a
category z in S-co+fr properly contains a border of the coordination.
The argument runs like this. A coordination level is to be factorized as [LL+fr,
L+fr, COORD, R+fr, RR+fr] where L+fr and R+fr are the coordinates. If a
decomposition [x...y] were completely inside one coordinate, say L+fr, the FR
requirement on coordinates would imply that, instead of [x...y], z is in that
coordinate, which cannot be the case. The same reasoning is valid for the
assumption that [x,...,y] is completely inside LL+fr. Consequently, [x,...,y] is
neither in LL+fr nor in L+fr. Therefore it must be partially in LL+fr and
partially in L+fr. As a consequence, (71) holds. Actually, this argument also
implies that x in the decomposition [x,...,y] cannot be the left border and y
cannot be the right border. Thus, if the string of constituents at S+co is like (72a)
and [a1,....,am] is a decomposition of some constituent at S-co+fr, the proper
factorization of S+co as a coordination level is (72b), with 1 < i < m:
(72) (a) x ... a1 ................ am ... COORD y ... z
(b) [RR+fr ... ai-1] [L+fr ai ..... ] COORD R+fr RR+fr
Here, ai is the l-border of the coordination S+co.
Now we can also delimit the `reductional distance' between S-co+fr and S+co by
a simple count:
(73)
STATEMENT Decomposition Statement 2
Any coordination level S+co of a grammatical string S#n contains
decompositions of at most two different constituents of S-co+fr.
According to the foregoing statement, any decomposition occurring in a
coordination level properly contains a border. Since there are only two borders,
S+co has at most two substrings that are decompositions of constituents at higher
levels of reduction, in particular at S-co+fr. More precisely, as the left border and
the right border are at different sides of COORD, at most one decomposed
constituent is at the left wing of S-co+fr and at most one at the other. QED.
Combining the statements (68) and (73), we achieve a clear result with respect to
the relation between S-co+fr and S+co.
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(74)

STATEMENT Decomposition Statement Ë
Any coordination level S+co U S-co+fr of a grammatical coordinated
string S#n contains as substrings decompositions of at least one and
at most two constituents in S-co+fr.
The next step is an easy one, against the background of the foregoing. The
cross-level identification of constituents, presupposed in its formulation, is
anchored in definition (5).
(75)
STATEMENT Inside-outside at S-co+fr Ë
For every constituent c at S-co+fr of a grammatical coordinated
string S#n and any coordination level S+co, c is either in the scope
of the coordination or outside the scope of the coordination or it
properly contains a border.
This statement is an obvious consequence of the statements (68) to (74). It leads
us straightforwardly to
(76)
STATEMENT Coordination at S-co+fr
For S-co+fr = [L-co+fr, COORD, R-co+fr], if constituent c is in
L-co+fr (R-co+fr) and c is in the scope of coordination at some
coordination level S+co or its decomposition is a substring of S+co,
all cN in L-co+fr (R-co+fr) to the right (left) of c are in the scope of
coordination at S+co (modulo index).
Moreover, it may be clear — as a consequence of the Border Statement (71) —
that in case of c's decomposition being a substring of S+co, all categories
peripheral to c at S-co+fr are outside the scope of coordination.
To conclude this section, here is a summary of the relation between wellformed
coordination and full reduction:
(77)
STATEMENT Constructivity of S-co+fr
For a coordination level S+co = [LL+fr, L+fr, COORD, R+fr,
RR+fr] and the FR subco-level S-co+fr = [L-co+fr, COORD,
R-co+fr] of some coordinated string S#n, the driver [LL+fr, L+fr,
RR+fr] typologically reduces to s iff [L-co+fr, RR+fr] does.
The reducibility of the left driver [LL+fr, L+fr, RR+fr] is required for S#n to
be grammatical. The statement says that [L-co+fr, RR+fr] is a reduction level in
that process and, more specifically, that L-co+fr is a reduction of [LL+fr, L+fr].
But this is evident from the leftmost requirement on reduction and the definition
of FR.
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4.3. Constructing coordination

4.3.1. Satisfaction pairs

In this section, the typological fine structure of the FR subco-level S-co+fr and a
coordination level S+co will be explored to find the right track, if any, that
derives the latter level from the former. The first move is transparent, I assume.
(78)
STATEMENT S-co+fr Main Functor Statement.
For S-co+fr = [L-co+fr, COORD, R-co+fr] of grammatical S#n,
one of the peripheral substrings contains a constituent of a type with
head s.
Of course, the statement holds whenever L-co+fr or R-co+fr is typed [s] (cf.
definition 3). From now on, I will, following a notational convention introduced
by Ades and Steedman (1982), indicate complex types with head s by s$*x, x ε
BasicType. To pursue the validity of (78), consider in addition a coordination
level S+co = [LL+fr, L+fr, COORD, R+fr, RR+fr]. By statement (77), if
RR+fr is the rightmost substring of any coordination level, partitioned as usual,
[L-co+fr, RR+fr] typologically reduces to s. Consequently, some constituent in
[L-co+fr, RR+fr] has type s$*x. If that category is in L-co+fr, it must be of
type s$/x, by the FR Functor Statement (57). If the constituent is in RR+fr, its
type is of the form s$\x by the reasoning that underlies the FR Functor
Statement. Moreover, it must also be in R-co+fr, as a consequence of statement
(76). For suppose no constituent typed s$\x or s$/x would occur at S-co+fr.
Then, s$\x either would have been satisfied on some level of reduction prior to
S-co+fr or not have been present at any reduction level of S#n. In the first case
R-co+fr would have been typed [s]; in the second case the drivers are not
reducible, as is required for grammatical S#n. In both cases, one of the
assumptions is violated. Therefore, s$\x is in R-co+fr if it is in RR+fr and s$/x
is in L-co+fr if it is in LL+fr. This completes the proof of the statement.
(78) is an important move on our way to S+co. It induces the following crucial
inference, in which the by now familiar partitioning of S-co+fr and S+co is
maintained and identifiability across levels according to (23) is assumed:
(79)
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constituent in R-co+fr that potentially satisfy each other at that level.
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It is sufficient to show that s$/x or s$\x, the existence of which is required by
(78) given the antecedent of the present statement, is to be potentially satisfied by
some constituent in the other peripheral string. Actually, I will prove the
statement that if there is no pair of categories potentially satisfying each other at
S-co+fr, the sentence cannot be a grammatical coordination. To facilitate this, let
us assume that there is a constituent typed s$/x in L-co+fr. Now suppose that in
R-co+fr there is no constituent of a type headed x, potentially satisfying the
constituent at the other wing. For S#n to be grammatical, the type s$/x must
interact with some type headed x at the reduction level [L-co+fr, RR+fr] of the
left driver [LL+fr, L+fr, RR+fr]. The constituent introducing the desired type
cannot be in L+fr: if it were, s$/x would not occur at L-co+fr, this string being
fully reduced already, or it will never reduce s$/x, being separated from it in a
way that cannot be resolved from RR+fr by crossing failure. Thus, the wanted
type must be introduced in RR+fr. We assumed that the type's head did not
occur at R-co+fr. Thus, the type is `satisfied away' in the reduction towards
R-co+fr. By the FR requirement on RR+fr, this process involves at least the
right border of the coordination in R+fr, and possibly other constituents in that
coordinate. By parallelism and C-image Satisfaction (49), the members of the left
coordinate will be affected by parallel reductions at the left driver level. These
reductions occur at [L-co+fr, RR+fr]: the desired type will disappear again,
before it can reduce s$/x, leaving it unsatisfied and thus inducing
ungrammaticality. Thus we must withdraw our assumption that at R-co+fr no
potential satisfier for s$/x is present. Since nothing hinges on the initial left-right
assumptions, this proves (79).
We hereby have a basis for the following
(80)
DEFINITION Satisfaction pair at S-co+fr Ë
A satisfaction pair (SP) at S-co+fr is a pair of constituents (c(i), c(j)),
c(i) and c(j) at different wings, that potentially satisfy each other.
In all the subsequent reasoning about the determination of scope, I will ignore
satisfaction pairs in which automorphic modifiers of type x*x occur. By their very
nature, constituents thus typed will not convey any information about the
necessitation of reduction processes, as they are optional in all circumstances.
Although, of course, they may be part of coordinates, they need not have
C-images. To stress their irrelevance for the present enterprise, I capture this
finding in a separate statement.
(81)
STATEMENT Transparency
No condition on the scope of coordination affects constituents of
type x*x.
A second amendment to the definition of satisfaction pair comes from the
following reasoning. The two neighbours of COORD will never meet at any
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driver. Neither one of them can be outside the scope of coordination, since the
coordinates are not supposed to be empty. Consequently, a neighbour to
COORD is either inside or contains a border. If one contains a border and the
other is inside, or if both contain a border, they will never meet. If both are
inside, they definitely belong to different drivers. Thus, it makes no sense to
consider the pair of constituents adjacent to COORD as a satisfaction pair, even
if they potentially satisfied each other.
(82)
STATEMENT Adjacency Exclusion
The pair of neighbours to COORD does not qualify as a satisfaction
pair.
Though the satisfaction relation between the neighbours of COORD cannot be
of any interest for determining the scope of coordination, we would be interested,
for obvious reasons, in any pair whose members would virtually satisfy each other
at driver level: such a pair would necessarily provide information about the scope
of coordination. However, for a grammatical coordinated string S#n, no such
satisfaction pair exists. To see why, it suffices to consider the left driver [LL+fr,
L+fr, RR+fr]. One member of that pair should be in RR+fr, the other in one of
the other substrings. Suppose this is L+fr. In that case, there will be a C-image in
R+fr. The C-image would virtually satisfy the constituent in RR+fr, reducing it
prior to R-co+fr, the level at which it is supposed to occur. If the left member of
the pair is in LL+fr, it will never reduce its counterpart in RR+fr, since L+fr is
not empty, by definition: at least one member of the SP has to interact with a
constituent in the coordinate for the driver to reduce to s, but then it is virtually
satisfied by that constituent, and not by its partner in the SP. Thus we have
proved:
STATEMENT Non-virtuality of Satisfaction Pairs Ë
No SP (c, cN) is such that c and cN virtually satisfy each other at a
driver level of a grammatical coordinated string.
Note that (83) in some respect motivates (82): if the neighbours of COORD were
in the same driver and potentially satisfied each other, they would also virtually
satisfy each other, no other constituent coming between them; but this situation
would violate Non-virtuality.
Non-virtuality (83) is guaranteed iff each SP is in one of the following three
relations to the scope of coordination :
(84)
STATEMENT SP Scope Ë
Each SP (c, cN) is such that
(a) both c and cN are in the scope of coordination, OR
(b) both c and cN are outside the scope of coordination, OR
(83)
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(c) at least one of c and cN contains a border of coordination.
The three scope relations are mutually exclusive. If c and cN are both within the
scope of coordination, they will not co-occur at a driver level (because each
driver has only one coordinate as a substring) and, as a consequence, not virtually
satisfy each other. If they are outside the scope of coordination, they will both
occur at each driver level, but will always be separated by some constituent in a
coordinate. For the driver to reduce to s, at least one of them has to interact with
an intervening constituent: this will be its virtual satisfier. Since the intervening
constituent is necessarily at the same side as the SP partner, the latter cannot be a
virtual satisfier at driver level. Relation (84c) implies that at least one of c and cN
is to be decomposed in order to settle the coordination level from which the
drivers are abstracted. Trivially, a decomposed constituent does not occur at
coordination or driver level, and this, of course, is a major way to avoid virtual
satisfaction of its SP partner at those levels.
There is, consequently, only one situation in which virtual satisfaction of the
members of an SP cannot be avoided: when one member is inside and one
member is outside the scope of coordination. In that case, the members of the
pair will co-occur at one driver, and nothing can keep them from virtually
satisfying each other. So the complement to (84) is the following
(85)
STATEMENT Scope Exclusion for SP
No SP (c, cN) is such that c is inside the scope of coordination and cN
is outside the scope of coordination.
Yet, something must happen beyond driver level. Consider the level [L-co+fr,
RR+fr], which is a genuine reduction level of the left driver. The leftmost
constituent of RR+fr and the rightmost constituent of L-co+fr must virtually
satisfy each other, since they are the only candidates for the next reduction step.
Consequently, one member of a pair of constituents virtually satisfying each other
at a driver level must be present at L-co+fr. The same reasoning is valid, of
course with respect to the right driver and its reduction level [LL+fr, R-co+fr].
The constituents in RR+fr and LL+fr, however, are not necessarily present at
S-co+fr. So, at this level we should look for constituents that carry information
about the structure of coordination. Consider in this respect an SP one member
of which is the innermost on its side that is potentially satisfied from the other
wing, and the other is the outermost potential satisfier of the first. An example
would be the pair (c(i), c(jN)) in the following configuration, if we assume that
there is no constituent between c(i) and COORD figuring in an SP:
(86)
index ... i ...
... j ... jN...
type
a/b
COORD
b b\c
Let us name such a pair an Innermost Outermost Satisfaction Pair (IOSP).
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(87)

DEFINITION Innermost Outermost Satisfaction Pair
An IOSP is a pair of constituents <c(i), c(j)> at level S-co+fr such
that the pair is an SP and c(i) is the innermost constituent at its wing
that is in an SP and c(j) is the outermost potential satisfier of c(i).
The notions of innermost and outermost are easily defined in terms of indices,
relative to COORD: to the left of COORD, innermost means highest index
lower than COORD's, and outermost means lowest index, whereas to the right of
COORD innermost means lowest index higher than COORD's and outermost
means highest index. Consequently, there is a straightforward way to select an
IOSP among the SPs by means of indexical restrictions. For ease of exposition,
however, I prefer to use the more informal notions `inner(most)' and
`outer(most)'.
Because there is at least one SP at S-co+fr of a grammatical coordinated string,
there is also at least one IOSP at that level. Moreover, definition (87) implies, by
the innermost condition on c(i), that there are at most two IOSP's in a given
S-co+fr: each wing has at most one c(i) with that property.
(88)

STATEMENT IOSP NUMBER
At level S-co+fr there are at most two IOSPs.
Now recall that each constituent at S-co+fr has one of three properties with
respect to the scope of coordination (cf. 75): it is inside or outside the
coordination or it properly contains a border. An IOSP can be proved to be not
completely within the scope of coordination if the coordinated string is
grammatical.
(89)
STATEMENT IOSP Inside Ë
For every IOSP <inner, outer> at S-co+fr of grammatical S#n,
there is no coordination level S+co such that both inner and outer
are within the scope of coordination.
Suppose both inner and outer are inside the scope of coordination. In that case,
there is no driver in which they will both occur. But for inner there will not be
any other constituent at S-co+fr's other wing that is available for satisfaction at or
beyond its driver level; moreover, it is not satisfied at its own wing, by FR. It is
bound, then, to stay unsatisfied. This contradicts the presupposition of
grammaticality, i.e., that the driver can be reduced to s. Hence, we cannot
maintain the assumption that both inner and outer are in the scope of
coordination. Hereby we have proved the existence of at least one SP that does
not follow strategy (84a) in order to avoid mutual virtual satisfaction at driver
level.
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There is more to say about IOSPs, in particular when there are two SP's of this
kind. Let us take a look at the positions of the IOSPs at S-co+fr. There are at
most two of them, dubbed <leftinner, rightouter> and <rightinner, leftouter>.
(90)
..leftouter..leftinner..COORD..rightinner..rightouter..
It is easy to see that the indices of the four constituents must be ordered like this:
(91)
leftouter  leftinner < rightinner  rightouter.
We can conjecture, then, the following statement.
(92)
STATEMENT Outside Innermost IOSP
At S-co+fr of a grammatical coordinated string, the innermost
members of the IOSPs cannot be all outside the scope of
coordination.
The formal evidence is cumbersome, however; it comes from contraposition and
involves constant switching from the reduction levels of one driver to those of the
other. Informally, it may suffice to consider the reduction level [L-co+fr, RR+fr] of
the left driver. At that level, we find the configuration
(93)
[[...leftinner ...c] [x ... rightinner...]
Leftinner and rightinner occur by assumption; c must be present since the left
coordinate cannot be empty and leftinner is supposed not to be in that
coordinate; x must be present since c is to interact with some constituent to its
right, which cannot be rightinner since leftinner and not c is supposed to be the
innermost constituent in L-co+fr that is satisfied at the other wing. So, c and x
satisfy each other. Moreover, x is not in R-co+fr, as rightinner is taken to be the
innermost satisfied constituent there. Thus, x is part of some constituent y at
R-co+fr that contains the border of coordination, being decomposed (thus
yielding x, among others) to establish a coordination level and two drivers. This
being the case, c cannot contain a border. If it did, it would contain the whole of
the left coordinate, since it is adjacent to COORD. But since y also incorporates
one member of the (right) coordinate, C-image Satisfaction (49) implies that c
cannot contain all of the left coordinate. Consequently, c is within the scope of
coordination, and its c-image is part of y. Reasoning this way, sooner or later we
arrive at some constituent z that occurs either at L-co+fr or at R-co+fr
innermost to leftinner or rightinner, respectively. In order for the reduction to
takes its course, z must be satisfied. But if it were, it would also be the innermost
satisfied constituent at its wing. And if it is not virtually satisfied, no further
reduction of the driver it occurs at is possible. In both cases we have a
contradiction. Hence, we are forced to leave the assumption that both leftinner
and rightinner are outside the scope of coordination.
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Continuing the reflection on the relation between SPs and the scope of
coordination, we can now be sure that for at least one of the IOSPs the option of
having both members outside the scope of coordination, i.e., option (84b), is not
available. Since neither IOSP can use option (84a), by (89), we must conclude that
in a grammatical coordinated string at least one of the IOSPs uses option (84c):
(94)
STATEMENT Main Border Result Ë
One of the maximally four member constituents of the IOSPs at
S-co+fr of a grammatical coordinated string contains a border of
coordination.
With this result, an effective procedure to establish the coordination level(s) of a
coordinated string is ensured: by inspecting the decomposition results of at most
four constituents, those level(s) can be reconstructed. Clearly, this trial and error
is not deterministic, and thus not maximally efficient. We hence need by more
precise instruments to determine the exact location of the one or two constituents
that contain a border. To construct them, I must introduce one conjecture which
I have not been able to find a fully formal proof of. I have not found any
counterexample to it either. Besides, it provides a very natural picture of the way
the reduction machinery operates.
(95)
CONJECTURE IOSP Connectedness
In a grammatical coordinated string, at least one constituent at
S-co+fr occurs in every (maximally two) IOSPs.
For each constituent only two positions in an IOSP are available: innermost or
outermost at its wing. The conjecture therefore amounts to the supposition that
the IOSPs <leftinner, rightouter> and <rightinner, leftouter> of some
S-co+fr are configurated in one of the following ways:
(96) (a) ...leftouter=leftinner...COORD...rightinner...rightouter...
(b) ...leftouter...leftinner...COORD...rightinner=rightouter...
(c) ...leftouter=leftinner...COORD...rightinner=rightouter...
The configuration excluded by conjecture (95) is the one given earlier as the null
hypothesis on the distribution of IOSPs, involving four distinct constituents:
(97)
...leftouter...leftinner...COORD...rightinner...rightouter...
Let us scrutinize this configuration to discover why it is deemed to be inadequate.
According to (94), one of the marked constituents contains a border. Suppose
leftouter does. In that case, leftinner is inside the scope of coordination. By (85),
then, rightouter cannot be outside; by (89), it cannot be inside either.
Consequently, it also contains a border of coordination and both leftinner and
rightinner are within the scope of coordination. Rightinner's C-image does not
occur at S-co+fr, by (59); it therefore is a part of leftouter, the constituent
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containing the left border. Leftouter, then, not being virtually satisfied by
rightinner or any other constituent within the scope of coordination at driver
level, must be virtually satisfied at or beyond the left driver level by some
constituent outside the scope of coordination, i.e., to the right of rightouter, or
by rightouter itself (to be precise: rightouter's co-typed shadow in the reduction
of the left driver). A satisfying constituent to the right of rightouter will have to
deal with rightouter's shadow, before it can satisfy leftouter. Rightouter's
shadow is virtually satisfied by leftinner, however, as this constituent will
intervene between the two outermost constituents. Thus, rightouter must be
typed such that this type is complex enough to serve at least two other
constituents. But the same reasoning holds for leftouter's co-typed shadow at
right driver level, since the coordination structure is symmetric in the position of
the borders. Thus, rightouter and leftouter are of equally complex types, which
is a very unfortunate situation for types adhering to constituents that are bound to
satisfy each other somewhere in the reduction of the drivers. Actually, I think this
can hardly be an adequate typology for the reduction engine to operate successfully. Starting from the assumption that not leftouter but leftinner contains the
border of coordination in (97), we get involved in equally oppressive satisfaction
nets. Now we are driven to the assumption that rightinner either contains a
border of coordination or is outside the scope of coordination. In both cases, it is
compulsory to assume the existence of constituents between leftinner and
COORD and/or between rightinner and COORD, since leftinner and
rightinner cannot be both adjacent to COORD under the present assumptions,
by easy reasoning. These additional constituents are not satisfied at the other
wing: leftinner and rightinner are the innermost satisfied constituents at their
respective wings, by definition. It is hardly conceivable that we can find a
typology that respects these assumptions and steer the reduction engine towards s
at the same time; in particular, I cannot think of ways to get leftouter and
rightouter, which would be both outside the scope of coordination, satisfied at or
beyond driver level.
These involved reflections, I must repeat, are not a proof that (95) is correct and
that the configuration (97) cannot occur under the presupposition of grammatical
coordination. I have, however, not been able to construct grammatical
coordinations under any consistent assignment of types that amounted to an
S-co+fr showing the ordering leftouter < leftinner < rightinner < rightouter.
Until this is demonstrated to be just a lack of fantasy, I take conjecture (95) to be
a solid hypothesis.

4.3.2. The Determinant of coordination
Under hypothesis (95), it must be the case that one of the innermost constituents
of the IOSPs f-satisfies an outermost constituent. For in each of the IOSPs one
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constituent f-satisfies the other, by the definition of satisfaction (18). And if at
least one outermost satisfying constituent is also the innermost satisfied
constituent at its wing, one of the innermost constituents is an f-satisfier. Such a
constituent is likely to be very informative with respect to the scope of
coordination. If a functor is not fully satisfied at its own wing in S-co+fr, this
indicates that on the side where it calls for satisfaction, string repetition has
`contaminated' the canonical environment for its satisfaction. If that functor is the
innermost at its wing that is potentially satisfied from the other side, it is of
particular interest for the determination of the scope of coordination. Therefore I
define
(98)
DEFINITION Coordination Marker Ë
The coordination marker (cm) is that member of an IOSP that
f-satisfies the other member of that IOSP and that is the innermost
constituent in some IOSP.
It is easy to check that under hypothesis (95) the definition selects a unique
constituent at S-co+fr. The reader may note that the definition does not require
the cm to be the innermost member of that IOSP in which it is the f-satisfier. In
the next example (only types are given; the cm is in italics) the cm is f-satisfied
itself in the IOSP in which it is innermost, and a-satisfied (by the constituent
typed np) in the other IOSP, in which the cm is the outermost member:
(99)
...s/vp...np x COORD vp\np ..
IOSP1 : <leftinner, rightouter> = <np, vp\np>
IOSP2 : <rightinner, leftouter> = <vp\np, s/vp>
It can be proved that the cm cannot be inside the border of coordination.
Consider the configuration at S-co+fr
(100)
... x ... y ... COORD ... z ...
and let the IOSPs be <y, z> and <z, x>, in the format <inner, outer>, under
the IOSP Connectedness Conjecture (95). The cm is either y or z, being an
innermost member of an IOSP. First, take the case that cm = y, and suppose y is
in the scope of coordination. Y f-satisfies z, by definition (98), because <y, z> is
the only IOSP in which y occurs. Moreover, z cannot be inside too, by (89), nor
can it be outside, by (85). Consequently, z contains the (right) border of
coordination. As such, it contains y's C-image, which is, like y, typed u/v, by
definition. Clearly, for y to potentially f-satisfy z, z must be of type v\w or v. For
z to contain y's co-typed C-image, somewhere in the reduction of the right wing a
reduction of the form u/v ? $ v\w or u/v ? $ v must have taken place. It is
easy to check, by the reduction scheme (8), that the only solutions to ? imply that
u = v. But then y is of type u/u, and would not have qualified as a member of an
SP, by Transparency (81). Therefore, if y = cm, it cannot be inside the scope of
coordination. Second, take the case that cm = z, and z is within the scope of
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coordination. It will not occur, then, at left driver level, nor will any of its left
neighbours at the right wing. But since z is the outermost satisfier for y and y will
occur at some reduction level of the left driver, by Constructivity (77), there will
not be any constituent in R-co+fr to satisfy y at that level. Consequently, the
assumption that z is inside the scope of coordination opposes the assumption that
the coordination is grammatical. The line of reasoning applied here is of course
also valid in the mirror-image distribution of x, y and z. Thus, the following
statement has been proved.
(101)
STATEMENT Coordination Marker Inside Exclusion Ë
The Coordination Marker cm cannot be inside the scope of
coordination. Either it is outside, or it contains a border of
coordination.
This being the case, and given the fact that the cm of a coordination is an
innermost satisfied constituent, we may have a particular interest in the position
of the outermost constituent with which the cm is in a SP and which is f-satisfied
by it. In many cases this pair will also be an IOSP, but this is not necessarily so.
For example, in
(102)
index i i+1 i+2 i+3
i+5
type ... a/s np np np COORD s\np ...
the IOSPs are <c(i+2), c(i+5)> and <c(i+5), c(i)>, where c(i+5) is the cm;
but c(i+1) is the outermost constituent that is potentially f-satisfied by the cm,
and it does not occur in any IOSP. Furthermore, the internal structure of the cm
is relevant in finding an adequate partner in the determination of the scope of
coordination. Compare the foregoing configuration to
(103)
index i i+1 i+2 i+3
i+5
type ... a/s np np np COORD (s\np\np ...
Here we would be much more interested in the np typed constituent c(i+2) than
in its left neighbour: because the cm (again the constituent c(i+5)) is outside the
scope of coordination or contains a border by (101), we should be looking for a
constituent that it may f-satisfy at some level of reduction beyond a driver. Its
satisfaction beyond driver level is compulsory, by (47). To point at the right
partner for the cm, we must take some notice of its internal structure. It will be
of the form x$*y. The only interesting aspect of this structure is the number of
consequent and co-directed argument types y. This is an easy count, however. Let
us dub this number of consequent co-directed argument types relative left (right)
complexity in y, and determine it as follows.
(104)
DEFINITION Relative Left (Right) Complexity in y
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The RLCy of any primitive type, a type x/y and a type x\z (z U y) is
0.
The RLCy of a type x\y is 1 + the RLCy of x.
The RRCy is defined alike, with switch of slashes.
So, the RLCy of (x/y)\y is 1, (x\y)\y yields 2, and (x\z)\y 1 again, while the
RLCy of (x\y)/y is 0. Evidently, we can use this measure to select an outermost
satisfier for a functor u*v with respect to the relative complexity in v in the given
direction in the following way: we define the relative outermost satisfier of a functor
u*v as the outermost_but_n-1 satisfier, where n is the RL(R)Cv of the functor.
Since for a given functor its peripheral argument, its direction and its relative
complexity in the type of the peripheral argument are fixed, the relative
outermost satisfier of that functor is unique. To give an example: in (105a) c(j) is
the relative outermost satisfier for c(i), the RRCnp of the functor being 2, while
in (105b) it is c(j+1).
(105) (a) index
i ....
j
j+1
type (s/np)/np ... COORD ... np np
(b) index
i ....
j
j+1
type
s/np ... COORD ... np np
Now, we can define the crucial SP in a coordination.
(106)
DEFINITION Determinant of Coordination Ë
The Determinant of Coordination is that unique SP that consists of
the Coordination Marker cm and its relative outermost a-satisfier
(roas).
The definition entails that the Determinant is a pair of constituents occurring at
S-co+fr. If the pair does not exist, we can safely assume ungrammaticality of the
coordination as a whole: the definition fixes constituents in such a way that the
relative position of their types at some level of reduction beyond the driver forces
the carriers of these types to virtually satisfy each other at that level. In particular,
when no suited a-satisfier for the cm is available, it is doomed to stay unsatisfied
beyond each driver level.
In many grammatical cases the Determinant will be an IOSP. But this is not
necessarily the case, as was shown in (102). Yet, it is easy to demonstrate that the
Main Border Result (94) for IOSPs carries over to the Determinant: at least one
constituent in the determinant contains a border of coordination. Its negation
leads to a contradiction. First, recall that the cm cannot be inside the scope of
coordination, by (101). If so, its roas cannot be inside, for if it were, it would not
be present at one driver, and since it is assumed to be the relative outermost
satisfier to cm, beyond that driver no other satisfier for the cm would be
available. Consequently, the roas must be outside or containing a border too, like
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the cm. Now suppose both are outside the scope of coordination. Then there is a
constituent innermost to roas. Clearly, at any driver level at which it occurs, it
will prevent cm and roas to satisfy each other beyond that driver. But at least for
roas, there is no alternative f-satisfier, because cm is defined as being the
innermost satisfier for roas. Therefore, the assumption that both cm and roas are
outside entails irreducibility of the drivers. By contraposition, this proves
(107)
STATEMENT Main Border Result for the Determinant Ë
At least one of the members of the Determinant <cm, roas> of a
grammatical coordinated string contains a border of coordination.
The existence and the Determinant and its being well defined are at the heart of
the ultimate Coordination Lemma ( 109) that establishes the coordination level
S+co. The formulation of that theorem is facilitated by taking the following
evidence into consideration.
(108)
STATEMENT Decomposition Statement at S-co+fr
If c is in S-co+fr and contains the l-border (r-border) for every
coordination S+co, and c is decomposed as [a, b], index(a) <
index(b), then
a (b) is outside the scope of coordination or properly contains the
l-border (r-border), and
b (a) is inside or properly contains the l-border (r-border).
The statement is to be seen as an immediate consequence of the FR requirements
for coordination levels S+co, which implies that a and b can neither both be
inside the coordination nor both be outside — if so, c would occur itself at S+co
— and of the Decomposition statement (74).
By now, everything is ready for the conclusive move.
(109)
Lemma
Coordination Lemma Ë
For (cm, roas), the Determinant of coordination at S-co+fr,
(a) if cm or roas is adjacent to COORD, it contains a border of every
coordination;
(b) if one of cm and roas is adjacent to COORD and the other is not,
the other is outside the scope of coordination, whereas its inner
neighbour is inside the scope of coordination;
(c) if neither cm nor roas is adjacent to COORD, both contain a border.
The lemma formulates decomposition consequences for the Determinant on the
basis of the position of its members relative to COORD. Note that the
configuration not explicitly covered by the lemma (cm and roas both adjacent to
COORD) is already barred by statement (82). The impact of this exclusion will
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be reconsidered after the proof of (109). The proof of the lemma is clausewise, in
the order indicated.
By the Main Border Result for Determinant (107), at least one of cm and roas
contains a border. Suppose cm is adjacent to COORD. CM cannot be outside
the scope of coordination, then, since the coordinate at its side of COORD
cannot be empty. It cannot be inside the scope of coordination either, by (101).
Consequently, cm must contain a border when it is adjacent to COORD. Now
suppose roas is adjacent to COORD. Roas cannot be inside the scope of
coordination, as was shown in the introduction of (107): if it is, there is at least
one driver whose reduction cannot give satisfaction to cm. It cannot be outside
the coordinate, since again, the coordinate must be non-empty. Hence, roas, too,
contains a border when it is adjacent to COORD. Consequently, each constituent
in the Determinant contains a border of coordination when it is adjacent to
COORD. This proves (109a). Note that this clause justifies post hoc the Adjacency
Exclusion (82): if the two members of the Determinant, the SP which we are
corncerned with, were both adjacent to COORD, they would also both contain a
border and completely contain a coordinate, and C-image Satisfaction (49) would
be violated in all respects.
Now suppose that cm is adjacent to COORD and thus contains a border. In that
case, roas must be outside by the following reasoning. First it cannot be inside, as
was shown above. Second, if it also contained a border of coordination, some
member of the coordinate would be satisfied at driver level by a proper part of
roas. Its C-image, however, is contained in cm and, at its driver, is virtually
satisfied by a proper part of cm. Because cm and roas are necessarily on
different wings of the coordination, this state of affairs violates C-image
satisfaction (49). Hence, in grammatical coordination roas is outside the scope of
coordination if cm is adjacent to COORD. Furthermore, it is easy to see that all
the constituents intervening between roas and COORD have to be in the scope
of coordination, whereas their C-images are part of (the decomposition of) cm. If
they were in the scope of coordination but contained a border or were outside,
their very occurrence would prevent cm and roas from satisfying each other
beyond some driver level, thus inducing ungrammaticality. In this reasoning
nothing hinges on the choice of cm as a neighbour to COORD; we may
interchange cm and roas freely. So, (109b) is valid.
As for (109c): recall that one of cm and roas must contain a border, according to
(107). Assume that cm does. Roas cannot be inside, by previous considerations.
Suppose it is outside. Since it is assumed not to be adjacent to COORD, some
constituent intervenes between roas and COORD that will occur at or beyond a
particular driver level. This constituent must contain a border of coordination, for
the following reason. Cm is not adjacent to COORD itself; it therefore has an
innermost neighbour that is inside the scope of coordination and whose C-image
does not occur at the other wing. Its C-image is thus part of the decomposition of
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some constituent at S-co+fr containing the border of coordination. This
constituent intervenes between roas and COORD if roas is outside the scope of
coordination, as we assumed for the sake of argument. So we have at least one
constituent innermost to roas that is not inside the scope of coordination. But in
that case, it will block the mutual satisfaction of cm and roas beyond driver level,
which amounts to ungrammaticality of the coordination. Consequently, we cannot
maintain the assumption that roas is outside the scope of coordination if cm
contains a border and neither cm nor roas is adjacent to COORD. Again, we
may interchange cm and roas freely in this reasoning. QED.
The effect of (109) is summarized in the next couples of an S-co+fr and a S+co
level, where x and y form the Determinant of Coordination, [x1 ... xn] and
[y1...ym] their respective decompositions and # discriminates between
coordinates and noncoordinates at S+co. For each relation a typed example is
given. CM and its roas (at S-co+fr) have their types starred. A decomposed
constituent and its type are in italics.
(110) (a) S-co+fr: ... x COORD ... yN
y
S+co:
..x1..#..xn COORD ... yN # y
Jan gives the boy with the hoop and the blond girl
a
Jan geeft de jongen met de hoepel en het blonde meisje een boek
*s/np
s/np/np

(b)

S-co+fr

:

#

... x

np
np

EN

*np

np

y

xN ... COORD

book

#

np

...

... x # xN ... COORD y1..#..ym ...

S+co:

I have the boy

a

book and the girl

money given
gegeven

Ik heb de jongen een boek en het meisje geld
(c)
:

*s/vp

np

np

EN

s/vp #

np

np

EN

x

xN ... COORD ... yN

*vp
np

...

S+co:

..x1..#...xn xN ... COORD ... yN y1..#..ym ...

let

Kees

liet

the
de

boys
jongens

*s/vp
(s/vp)/np #

np

in-front-of

vóór

# vp\np\np

y ...

S-co+fr

Kees

np

and the girls

en de meisjes

(vp/vp)/np

EN

np

(vp/vp)/np

EN

np

behind
achter

the

house cycle

het

huis

fietsen

*vp
(vp/vp)/np # np vp

The examples (110a) and (110b) illustrate the joint effect of the clauses (109a)
and (109b) of the Coordination Lemma. To the last example clause (109c) is
applied. In this example, the neighbours to EN `and' do potentially satisfy each
other but they are not the S-co+fr's Determinant, by (82), and are therefore to be
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ignored with respect to decomposition. The rightmost Determinant member in
(110b) and (110c) is decomposed in two steps — a possibility covered by
definition (66); only the final result at S+co is shown. Furthermore, one might
think of alternatives to the typological structure of the sentence in (110c). Some
scholars would presumably prefer the following configuration at S-co+fr, where
sinf is the type of tenseless sentences.
(111)
Kees let

the boys

in-front-of

Kees liet de jongens vóór
*s/sinf

np

and the girls

behind the house cycle
het huis fietsen

en de meisjes achter

(vp/vp)/vp EN

*sinf

Under this analysis, the Determinant is typed <s/sinf, sinf>, and instead of
clause (109c), the two other clauses of the Coordination Lemma would be
appropriate, directing towards decomposition of the constituent typed sinf. Yet,
the coordinates would be correctly identified as those already established in
(110c), on behalf of the clauses (109a) and (109b). This is not surprising. Nothing
in the framework developed here depends on particular choices of lexical types
and their combinatory consequences; we only require that they be guided by first
order restrictions and combinatory consistency. The Coordination lemma (109),
being the main result of the resolution strategy, is immune to grammar shifts
within the realm of weak equivalence. This is expressed in the next conjecture.
(112)
CONJECTURE Assignment Independency Ë
The Coordination Lemma (109) is valid under any first order lexical
type assignment.
4.4. Towards procedures

In the preceding sections some statements have been defended that ensure that
the announced resolution strategy for coordination is sound and valid. The aim of
this chapter is the construction of an algorithm, though. This section is intended
to set the stage for that algorithm by introducing procedures that match the
reflections that led to the Coordination Lemma (109).
To start with, it has to be guaranteed that the Coordination theorem is valid for
all coordination levels that might be derivable. I have not claimed that
coordination levels are unique; in statement (51) it was just stated that for strings
with a certain number of constituents there is at most one partitioning that makes
it a coordination level. Varying the number of constituents — by decomposition
of course — we may arrive at other strings of different length that do qualify as
coordination levels. Sentences with ambiguous coordination are well known; for
example:
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(113) (a)

Mijn wagen had ik met

oude mannen en

vrouwen volgeladen

my cart
had I with old
men
and women
`I had my cart loaded with old men and women.'

loaded

(b) Ik heb alleen mannen of vrouwen met kinderen meegenomen
I have only
men
or women
with children
`I brought along only men or women with children.'

brought-along

The scope of coordination may or may not include oude `old', in (113a), and met
kinderen `with children', in (113b). In the second sentence, also alleen `only' may or
may not be within the scope of coordination. This is a complicated sentence, as
alleen itself is ambiguous between a determiner and an adverbial reading. Only in
the first typology alleen induces scope ambiguity. Here is the full set of analyses,
with the constituent at S-co+fr that is to be decomposed italicised.
(114)
(a)
S-co+fr

I

:

have only

men

or women

[Ik heb alleen] [mannen] of [vrouwen met
np

OF

S+co(1):

s/vp

#

np

OF

S+co(2):

s/vp

#

np

OF

(b)

s/vp

s/vp

np

OF

S+co(1):

s/vp

#

np

OF

S+co(2):

s/vp

#

np

OF

(c)
S+co:

vp

np
np#

#

vp\np

np\np

vp\np

Ik heb [alleen mannen] of [vrouwen met kinderen meegenomen]

S-co+fr:

S-co+fr

with children
brought-along
kinderen meegenomen]

:

vp

np
np #

#

vp\np

np\np

vp\np

Ik heb [alleen mannen] of [vrouwen met kinderen] [meegenomen]
s/vp
s/vp

np

np/n #

n

OF

n

OF

n

vp\np
#

vp\np

There is much to be stipulated about these examples. In (114a) the Determinant
consist of the constituents typed s/vp and vp, i.e., the Determinant is the pair
<[ik heb alleen], [vrouwen met kinderen meegenomen]>. Alleen is here assumed to be of
type s\s and to be merged at S-co+fr with the finite verb by disharmonious
composition. According to clause (109a) the vp constituent is decomposed,
yielding S+co(1). We can go one step further in the decomposition, yielding
S+co(2). Since *S+co(1)*
*S+co(2)*, the existence of a second coordination
level does not violate Uniqueness of Coordination at Level k (51). Note that the
second decomposition is not induced by the Coordination theorem (109) —
which is exclusively operative at S-co+fr — but by autonomous reasoning on
C-images, outlined below. In fact, S+co(1) is a reduction level of S+co(2).
Furthermore, we may conjecture that a second coordination level will only arise
in case one of the C-images uncovered at an already established S+co can be
decomposed into a co-typed constituent and one constituent modifying this
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co-typed `head'. Again, this issue will be clarified below, when a decomposition
protocol is formulated.
In (114b) the situation is sketched in which alleen `only' is a determiner in the
scope of coordination, i.e., the typological structure of the reading in which the
determiner only governs mannen `men' and nothing in the right conjunct. The
Determinant is like before and, as in the preceding example, there are two
coordination levels, the second arising from the first by renewed decomposition
within the span of the constituent at S-co+fr that is bound to be decomposed by
clause (109a).
(114c) shows the configuration in which alleen is outside the scope of coordination
and governs both the noun in the left conjunct and the one in the right conjunct.
The Determinant is <meegenomen, [alleen mannen]> `brought along', `only men',
according to definition (106): the other candidate pair <ik heb, meegenomen> `I
have', `brought along' is an SP but not the Determinant, since the first constituent
does not qualify as the Coordination Marker, by definition (98). Hence,
decomposition of the roas alleen mannen is obligatory, yielding the one and only
coordination level. In this example it is implied that the phrase met kinderen `with
children' is also of type n\n, along its role as np modifier in the preceding
sentences. Although the conjuncts are of type n, the occurrence of the modifier is
no source of ambiguity in this case: at S-co+fr the modifier is not part of a
member of the Determinant and thus its mother constituent is not subject to
decomposition. Consequently, it is predicted that the sentence that is triply
analyzed in (114) has no reading in which both the determiner alleen and the
modifier met kinderen are outside the scope of coordination. This is correct and a
direct product of the approach put forward here.
What we learn from these analyses is that ambiguity as to the scope of
coordination is not excluded but severely limited: when compared to the
omnipresence of coordination in syntactic structures, the phenomenon of scope
ambiguity is almost marginal. The next statement tells us why.
(115)
STATEMENT Locality of Coordination
If a constituent c at S-co+fr of S#n has a certain property A, mentioned in the Inside-Outside statement (75), with respect to some
coordination level S+co, c has that very property A at all levels of
coordination S+coN of S#n.
The statement encodes e.g., that if c contains the border of a coordination for
some S+co, it will contain the border of every coordination. This leaves little
room for coordination borders moving around and for scope variation. The
impact of the statement should be no surprise: it is a simple consequence of the
fact that S-co+fr is the ultimate reduction level of every coordinated level that is
constructed from it, and that the Determinant at S-co+fr is the determinant for
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every coordination level. As a matter of fact, S-co+fr is the only information we
have, and fortunately, it contains all the information we need: by the Coordination
Lemma we can find one coordination level, and other coordination levels — if
any — can be derived from this one in a way that will be spelled out below.
Since it does not need to be the case that a coordination level arises by one or two
decomposition steps from S-co+fr, we must assume the possible existence of
some intermediate levels of reduction between S+co and S-co+fr. These levels
neither are fully reduced nor are they necessarily coordination levels; therefore I
will refer to them as S-fr, with wings L-fr and R-fr.
(116)
PROCEDURE Decomposition Protocol
Given S-co+fr and (at most) two constituents left in L-co+fr and
right in R-co+fr — containing respectively the l-border and the
r-border of a coordination by virtue of the Coordination theorem
(109) — construct a derived level S-fr in the following manner:
set S-fr to the string resulting from S-co+fr by replacing left and
right by [left(1), left(2)] and [right(1), right(2)], respectively, iff
[left(1), left(2), left] and [right(1), right(2), right] are in the Reduction Set at S-co+fr;
reindex S-fr.
So, we may have the following situation when neither member of the
Determinant at S-co+fr (italicised in the examples) is adjacent to COORD:
(117)
S-co+fr:
c(1)...c(i)............ c(j) COORD c(j+2)...c(j+k)...c(n)

S-fr:

cN(1)..cN(i) cN(i+1)...cN(j+1) COORD
cN(j+3)...cN(j+k+1) cN(j+k+2)...cN(n+2)
Here, cN(i) =mi a, cN(i+1) =mi b and [a, b, c(i)] is in the Reduction Set at Sfr+fr, cN(1) =mi c(1), cN(j+1) =mi c(j), cN(j+3) =mi c(j+2), etc. L-co is the
string of constituents [cN(1),....cN(j+1)].
With this new convention, we can make plausible the following complex
statement about the micro aspects of resolution.

(118)

STATEMENT Resolution Statement Ë
Let S-fr be the structure that results from replacing at S-co+fr of a
grammatical coordinated string S#n all categories the decomposition
of which is required by the Coordination Lemma (109), by their
decompositions. Let S-fr be
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[L(1),...,L(i), L(i+1)...L(n), COORD, R(1),...R(j),
R(j+1),...R(m)],
with [L(i), L(i+1)] and [R(j), R(j+1)] the decompositions of some
constituent at S-co+fr, if required. If L(i+1) or R(j) is not in a

decomposition, the constituent is (modulo index) is supposed to be in
the Determinant at S-co+fr.
At S-fr the following statements hold.
(a) L(i+1) has a C-image R(jN) iff jN < j.
(b) If R(1) is the c-image of L(i+1), [L(i+1),...,L(n)] is the left
coordinate at some level of coordination S+co.
(c) For all constituents in [L(i+2),...,L(n)] and [R(1),...,R(j-1)],
C-images show up by decomposition only.
(d) If R(jN) is the image of L(i+1), each category in [R(1),...,R(jN-1)] has
a C-image to be provided by decomposition of L(i). If jN U 1, L(i)
contains the l-border of any coordination. Otherwise, L(i) is outside
the scope of coordination.
(e) If L(i+1) finds no C-image at S-fr, L(i+1) contains the l-border.
(f) Similar statements hold for R(j), L(n) and R(j+1).
(g) The statements above are valid on every level S-frN that results from
S-fr by decomposition of L(i) or L(i+1) and/or R(j) or R(j+1),
under adaptation of indices.
For all statements, it is crucial to note that L(i+1) and R(j) are elements of
decompositions of the Determinant pair at S-co+fr or members of the pair
themselves, and that all other categories, with the possible exception of L(i) and
L(j+1), are in S-co+fr. Moreover, no category peripheral to R(j) and L(i) will
have C-images, according to Coordination at S-co+fr (76). If R(j) qualified as
C-image of L(i+1), Parallelism and C-image for S-co+fr (59) would imply that,
for the string to be grammatical, = i+1 and = 1. But then both members of the
Determinant would be neighbours to COORD, which is ruled out by Adjacency
Exclusion (82), since the Determinant is an SP. This proves clause (118a).
As for clause (118b): it is an obvious consequence of Parallelism that if R(1) finds
a c-image in L(i+1), we thereby have found the left border of some coordination.
All categories to the right of L(i+1) are also in S-co+fr.
The strings specified in clause (118c) are within the scope of coordination, by
statement (76). Since they are proper substrings of S-co+fr, their members have
no c-images at S-co+fr, by statement (59). Consequently, for coordination to be
possible, their C-images must arise from some decomposition on the other side of
COORD, or their satisfaction would violate Crossing Satisfaction Failure (24),
yielding ungrammaticality. Since grammaticality was assumed, clause (118c) is
valid.
n
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If L(i+1) has an image R(jN) properly occurring between R(1) and R(j), all
categories to the left of R(jN) are in the scope of coordination and must have
images. These are to be found to the left of L(i+1), by Parallelism, but to the
right of L(i-1), by all other statements. Thus L(i) must contain images for the
categories in the string [R(1),...,R(jN)] and is to be decomposed. This establishes
clause (118d).
Clause (118e) is self-evident. If L(i+1) has no c-image at S-fr, it cannot be inside
any coordination, and since it cannot be outside either, being the innermost
branch of a decomposition or member of the Determinant, it must contain the
l-border; the clause generalizes Decomposition at S-co+fr (108) to all levels S-fr.
Clause (118f) is obvious, too. In the foregoing no special reference was made to
asymmetric properties of the L(i) categories, i.e., of properties that cannot be
mirrored on the right side. Therefore, the clauses also hold for R(j) with all
directional statements reversed. Given the possibility of Coordinative Ellipsis
(32), taking the righthand side as a starting point is even to be preferred.
Because the foregoing clauses specify under which circumstances which category
is to be decomposed further and the resulting changes affect only the
decomposed substrings [L(i),L(i+1)] and/or [R(j), R(j+1)] and not the proper
substrings of S-co+fr, reindexation after decomposition ensures an analysis as
given for S-fr in the statement. This is the impact of clause (118g). The clause
declares resolution to be basically recursive.
In order to keep track of the decomposition machinery and to decide whether or
not a coordination level is reached, let us redefine the notion of C-image Set,
used in section 3.1 of this chapter.

(119)

DEFINITION C-image Set
Let {cc(1), ..., cc(n)} be the set of constituents at S-co+fr that are
within the scope of coordination according to (109), ordered by their
index at that level: the guiding set. The C-image set is the set of pairs
(a, b) such that a is cc(i), b is the product of some decomposition
and a =t b. The C-image set is complete if each and every cc(i) is the
first member of some pair in the set. The C-image set is distributed if
for all members (a, b) and (aN, bN), b = bN iff a = aN.
It will be clear that a level S+co is reached from S-co+fr if a complete and
distributed C-image set is achieved by picking C-images at every decomposition
step. Note that the guiding set {cc(1),...,cc(n)} is uniquely defined at S-co+fr by
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the Determinant and (109). In order to associate with this definition a decision
procedure, let the Determinant <cm, roas> be the SP (left, right), indicating the
wing of S-co+fr at which the members occur. Assume, furthermore, that the
guiding set is such that cc(i) is in L-co+fr and cc(i+1) is in R-co+fr, with i+1 =
1 if left is a neighbour to COORD, and i = n if right is a neighbour to COORD.
Moreover, let us assume that the ordering of the subset {cc(i+1), cc(n)}, the
righthand section, is the reverse of the ordering by indices at S-co+fr: for each
side of COORD, the outermost constituents at S-co+fr within the scope of
coordination precede the innermost ones in the guiding set.
We start by looking for a C-image of cc(1). To find some, decomposition of
right is obligatory. Be this decomposition (x, y). Suppose x =t cc(1). Add (cc(1),
x) to the C-image set. If i = 1, we have found with x a right border of a
coordination, and proceed by finding C-images for cc(2) to cc(n) by
decomposition of left. If i U 1, we have to decompose y in order to find an image
to cc(2), and so on. If all of cc(1) to cc(i) are imaged this way and i U n, we
proceed by decomposing left. If for some member of the guiding set between
cc(1) and cc(i) no C-image can be established, we may stop: no coordination
level will be established. Now suppose x Ut cc(1). Then we decompose x at its
turn, if possible, in (xN,xNN) and check whether xN =t cc(1), repeating the
procedure thus far at a new level S-fr. When for each cc(j) from L-co+fr an
image is found and i U n, left is decomposed to provide C-images for the
remainder of the guiding set. Of course, the left-right order can also be reversed.
This procedure is made precise in the Appendix. Some properties of the
procedure can be made clear here, however.
(120)

STATEMENT Stepwise Decomposition
(a) The number of decompositions needed to establish a coordination
level equals or supersedes the cardinality of the guiding set.
(b) C-images to the subsets {cc(1),...,cc(i)} and {cc(i+1),...,cc(n)} have
to be established in the order of the guiding sets.
The first property of stepwise decomposition is an immediate consequence of
C-image for S-co+fr (59) — a statement that was also included in definition (119)
— and the binary definition of reduction that is reflected in Decomposition (66).
This explains the possibility of equality. Some decomposition steps may not
provide a co-typed constituent: therefore the number of decomposition steps may
outnumber the cardinality of the guiding set. Clause (120b), of course, can be
traced back to the parallelism requirement.
Here is an abstract example of the resolution procedure in the most complicated
case, with two decompositions at S-co+fr. Types are indicated by variables: equal
variables denote equal types; types are attached to constituents in the format c:t,
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when relevant. Decomposition products of a constituent x are, depending on the
degree of decomposition, named x1, x11, etc.
(121)
S-co+fr: c(1)... a c(i):t c(i+1):s COORD c(i+3):u c(i+4):v b ... c(n)
Determinant: <a, b>
Guiding set: {c(i):t, c(i+1):s, c(i+4):v, c(i+3):u}
S-fr(1): ... a1:w a2:p .... COORD ..... b1:t b2:y ...
C-image set: {<c(iN), b1>}
S-fr(2): ... a1:w a21:q a22:u ... COORD ... b1:t b21:s b22:yN ...
C-image set: {<c(iN), b1>, <c(iN+1), b21>}
S-fr(3): ... a1 a21 a221:r a222:v ... COORD ...b1:t b21:s b22:yN...
C-image set: {<c(iN), b1>, <c(iN+1), b21>,
<c(iN+4), a222>}
S-fr(4):

... a1 a21 a2221:o a2222:u a222:v...COORD...b1:t b21:s b22:yN...
C-image set: {<c(iN), b1>, <c(iN+1), b21>,
<c(iN+4), a222>, <c(iN+3), a2222>}
S+co = S-fr(4) =
[LL+fr c(1) ... a1 a21 a2221] [L+fr a2222 a222 c(iN) c(iN+1)] COORD [R+fr
c(iN+3) c(iN+4) b1 b21] [RR+fr b22 ... c(nN)].

The total number of decomposition steps in this example is 6. The indices in the
C-image set are primed in order to indicate the effect of reindexing at every S-fr;
so c(iN+k) =mi c(i+k). At S-fr(2), constituent a22:u does not qualify as a
C-image, since the co-typed c(iN+3) is not the first member in the guiding set
without C-image, as required by clause (120b). Therefore, it has to be
decomposed, according to clause (118e). Finally, at S-fr(4), a complete and
consistent C-image set is constructed, making this level a coordination level
S+co, with coordination borders a2222 and b21.
The procedure is completely determined by the Coordination theorem (109) and
its satellites, statement (108) and statement (118), and the specifications of
decomposition. Yet, one is not forced to assign C-image-ship whenever this is
possible. Asson as a decomposition product (i.e., the innermost constituent of a
decomposition yield; cf. 108) is co-typed with the outermost constituent in the
guiding set that has not yet been imaged, we may decide not to introduce this pair
in the c-image set. For example, at S-fr(2) in (121) b1:t can be withheld from
entering in a C-image pair. If so, however, the next step must involve
decomposition of b1:t itself, again as a consequence of the generalization of (108)
by clause (118e). The options per step, therefore, are at most two: there is only a
choice to be made if the innermost decomposition product qualifies as a C-image;
in the other cases there is only one option.
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The number of decomposition steps is always a linear bound of the internal
complexity of the Determinant member that contains a border, and, thus, of the
length of the string that is parsed, in the categorial frame defined at the outset of
this chapter and introduced in chapter 1. Resolution is therefore efficient, and the
number of decomposition options decreases monotonously with every S-fr that is
derived.
The final statement of this section just guarantees that all levels of coordination
can be found. By the reasoning above, this search will not affect the efficiency of
resolution.
(122)
STATEMENT Backtracking Statement
Given an assignment of C-images at S-fr, the set of all coordinations
licensed by S-co+fr is found by successively withdrawing assignments
and decomposing that member of an assignment at the level S-fr
where it was introduced that does not occur modulo index at S-co+fr.
Each pair of C-images <a, b> consists of exactly one category present at S-co+fr
and one not present at S-co+fr, as an implication of (118c). If an assignment of
C-images is withdrawn, all assignments that are dependent on it by virtue of
Resolution (118) lose their force and are withdrawn also. Clause (118e) implies
that we are to proceed by decomposing that category in the assignment
withdrawn that does not belong to S-co+fr. Assuming Locality of Coordination
(115) to be well established and valid at any level S-fr, given clause (118g), we will
find any level of coordination that is licensed by S-co+fr. It goes without saying
that the search for such a level fails whenever (118) prescribes decomposition and
no decomposition is possible.
Thus, the possibility of an algorithm that resolves coordinated structures has been
established.
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5. Constraining coordination

At the end of chapter 2 it was announced that the coverage of the conditions of
Neijt (1979) on the wellformedness of Gapping can be extended to coordination
in general. The conditions referred to in that section, the Clause Mate Constraint
and Major constituency, both point at the need for structural kinship between the
members of a (discontinuous) coordinate. They were taken together in a tentative
generalization, repeated here:
(123)
For X and Y to be remnants in one single gapped string, X and Y
must be major parts of one and the same constituent.
I will now try to show that the Determinant approach to coordination, introduced
in the preceding sections, offers an opportunity to formulate some necessary
restrictions on coordination that are at least akin to the Gapping conditions.
Recall that in the Coordination theorem (109) two relative position of a
Determinant member have been distinguished: being adjacent and being
non-adjacent to COORD. Being adjacent to COORD, for a member of a
Determinant, implies containing a border and, a fortiori, containing all members of
a coordinate, i.e., the whole of one coordinate. The immense productivity of
coordination as repetition of typed strings, then, is captured by the following
statement, relating types to Determinant positions:
(124)
STATEMENT Adjacency and Decomposition
Constituents of all possible types can be decomposed by force of
(109) and (118) if they are adjacent to COORD.
Or: when decomposition is applied to a constituent at some level S-co, its type
will not influence grammaticality as long as the constituent is a neighbour to
COORD. This is in fact what was meant at the beginning of chapter 2 where we
observed that at any position in a sentence a grammatical coordination can be
`plugged in'. As a consequence of this, we must also assume that the type of a
constituent is irrelevant to the grammaticality of a coordinated string — leaving
parallelism and all-over reducibility as factors — if the constituent is in the
Determinant but is not to be decomposed. And in its turn, this implies that no
type disqualifies as the type of the border of a coordination in a situation where
one member of the Determinant is adjacent to COORD. So, if there are type
driven restrictions on coordination, they must be located in that configuration at
S-co+fr in which neither member of the Determinant is adjacent to COORD.
For one thing: Neijt's clause mate condition on Gapping extends to ordinary
coordination in that a sentential constituent can be decomposed only if it is
adjacent to COORD. Consider the configuration
(125)
....a... c ... COORD cN... b ....
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Assume that a is typed s and that it is to be decomposed according to (109). If
some S+co is established, the left coordinate will contain, along with proper parts
of a, also c. These are not `clausemates', however, and every instantiation of such
a structure turns out to be ungrammatical; for example:
(126)
*Als hij gekozen wordt tot sekretaris verlaat ik en
if

he elected

gets

to secretary

leave

tot penningmeester verlaat Marie het bestuur.
to treasurer

leaves

I en

Marie the board

So we have at least one type that can only be the type of a constituent in the
Determinant of a grammatical string if it is adjacent to COORD or is not to be
decomposed. I conjecture that s is also the only type for which this restriction
holds. If so, there is a genuine clause mate condition on continuous coordination:
(127)
STATEMENT Clause Mate Condition on Coordination
A constituent of type s can be decomposed iff it is adjacent to
COORD.
Are there other restrictions on decomposition? By inspection of the data, a blatant
asymmetry shows up. When occurring in position b in (125), every constituent,
except for sentences, can be decomposed salve grammaticality. This means that
every constituent of type other than s may occur in a grammatical coordination
such that a lefthand part is within the scope of coordination, and the
corresponding righthand part is outside. However, when in position a, many types
induce ungrammaticality: they appear to resist a coordination where a lefthand
branch is outside, and the righthand complement is inside the scope of
coordination. Here are some examples; the # indicates the boundary of the
coordinates, and the configuration at S-co+fr is indicated; at that structure the
types of the Determinant's constituents are marked.

(128) (a)
he

has

a

handy

boy

*Hij heeft een handig # jongetje om
s/vp

(b)

he has

np
many books

for

vp/vp

to

me

*Hij heeft veel # boeken aan mij en
s/vp
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np

money and girl

geld

pp

and

for milk

sent

en meisje om melk # gestuurd

COORD

records to

platen

COORD

n

n

vp\np

Marie lent
aan Marie # uitgeleend

vp\np
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(c)

the children
have
in the bedroom
many books
*De kinderen hebben in # de
slaapkamer veel
boeken

s/vp

np

many clothes
left
veel kleren # achtergelaten.

and the living room

en

COORD

de huiskamer
np

vp
we

(d)

have then

always very

fast upstairs

*Wij zijn toen steeds heel # snel naar boven en
s/vp

vp/vp

slowly
downstairs
walked
langzaam naar beneden # gelopen

pp

and

COORD

vp

In the first two sentences we find np's in the position of leftmost member of the
Determinant. In (128a) this renders the sentence ungrammatical. (128b) is
ungrammatical under the given way of slicing: veel `many' cannot be related to the
noun platen `records'. Of course there is a type assignment that renders a
grammatical configuration, namely when platen is taken as an np itself. But then,
to the right of COORD at S-co+fr there is only vp, the Determinant is typed
(s/vp, vp) and the np veel boeken `many books' is completely inside the scope of
coordination, according to clause (109b) of the Coordination theorem. This
matches our intuition that veel is not determining platen. The next sentence displays
a constituent of a adverbial type vp/vp, in de slaapkamer `in the bedroom', the
decomposition of which was forced at some level S-co, and although
decomposition is technically possible, the resulting S+co is not acceptable. In
(128d) a scoping of coordination is indicated that disobeys clause (109b) of the
Coordination Lemma: the result is ungrammatical, in that the modifier heel `very'
cannot be left outside the scope of coordination and be understood as having
langzaam `slowly' as an argument at the level of the right driver. The alternative
scoping of coordination, with heel inside the left coordinate, is of course
grammatical, but a right driver Wij zijn toen steeds heel langzaam naar beneden gelopen
`we always walked downstairs very slowly then' is to be exempted from the range
of viable analyses.
There is an easy formulation of what is going on.
(129)
STATEMENT Decompositional asymmetry
There is a class of types such that if a constituent is of a type in that
class, it cannot contain a left border of coordination unless it is
adjacent to COORD.
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This stipulation, introducing a sort of left branch condition on decomposition or
a reformulation of the unboundedness of right node raising, is far from what
could count as an explanation of the asymmetry. It is, however, compatible with
the conditions on ellipsis recoverability of De Vries (1992; ch. 3) which require
there to be `clues' in the left coordinate to identify the righthand remnants. In my
opinion, it will be dificult to construct an explanation that refers to typological
structure of the constituents in question. One reason for this is the conjecture
that, at S-co+fr only types s$/x with x U s can actually contain a left border
when not adjacent to COORD. This would leave a desperately diverse class of
types to the regime of (129): nominal phrases, adverbial phrases, prepositional
phrases, adjectival phrases, and so on. Another reason to be pessimistic is that
explanations in terms of function-argument relations face the same asymmetry.
The examples in (128) all have left branches outside the scope of coordination,
that can be taken as right looking functors. So, (129) predicts correctly that the
famous old men and women sort of ambiguity will not arise in the domain of nonconstituent coordination:
(130)
he wants old
men
money and women
food
give
*Hij wil oude # mannen geld
en vrouwen voedsel # geven
s/vp

np

np

COORD

n

vp\np

One could wonder what happens to left looking functors in the right branch of a
decomposed constituent in the right wing of the string. The answer appears to be
simple: nothing. Left looking functors can stay out of the scope of coordination.
The following structures, where a relative clause plays the role of left looking
functor with argument np, both correspond to viable interpretations, and thus
illustrate the asymmetry:
(131) (a) Ik heb # gisteren de man en vandaag de vrouw # die
I have

yesterday the man

and today

het ongeluk heeft gezien, opgebeld

the woman

that

the accident has
seen
called
`Yesterday I called the man and today the woman that saw the accident.'

(b) Ik heb # gisteren de man en vandaag de vrouw die het ongeluk heeft
gezien # opgebeld.
The grammaticality of (131a) contrasts with (130), thereby indicating that it will
be difficult to consider the restriction covered by (129) as due to
function-arguments patterns in general.
Perhaps more interesting than going for all types of explanation of (129), is
reflecting on its effect. The one or major exception to that restriction are those
types whose head is s and which therefore can be seen as covering the major
constituents of a sentence. In the type assignments up to now I have tacitly
assumed that the finite verb introduces the basic s, opposing, e.g., Ades and
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Steedman (1982). The types resulting from combinatorics on this base are easily
identified with Neijt's S and VP expansions: the sole categories that have major
constituents as immediate parts. Although the algorithm as such does not depend
on type assumptions, the strategy used may now turn out to reward stubbornness
by providing a major constituent condition on continuous coordination along the
following lines.
(132)
STATEMENT Non-Constituent Coordination Constraint
Given the Determinant <cm, roas> at S-co+fr of a coordinated
string: if neither cm nor roas is adjacent to COORD, cm is in Lco+fr.
Non-constituent coordination in the present framework boils down to having
both members of the Determinant decomposed. This double decomposition is
necessitated by the Coordination Lemma (109) only in case cm and roas are
simultaneously non-adjacent to COORD. Statement (132) can be seen as
expressing a kind of combinatory strategy in that case. Recall that cm is the
f-satisfier in the Determinant, providing the type (its head) that is subject to
further combinatory operations at driver level. If it happens to be the case that
this type is to occur in the left wing of S-co+fr in case of non-constituent
coordination, as (132) claims, the combinatory prospects of the multiple and
typologically heterogeneous coordinate are determined at its left corner. There
thus appears to be a combinatory left/right asymmetry operative in `difficult'
coordination that has many analogues in other parts of the grammar.
Finally, the perspective of coordination being determined by a satisfaction pair,
the Determinant, also accounts for what the singular members in a non-constituent
coordinate have in common. Consider the following configuration.
(133)

S-co+fr: .... ... cm ... ... c COORD
cN... .. roas...
S+co: [ ..cm ] [ cm ..c] COORD [ cN..roas ] [ roas ..]
Both the cm and the roas are decomposed, by (109c). What the elements of the
LL+fr

1

L+fr

2

R+fr

1

RR+fr

2

left coordinate have in common is that they are part of the same functional
complex: cm is a part of cm that satisfies beyond the left driver level [LL+fr
L+fr RR+fr] a constituent roas', typologically identical to roas, of which c is a
proper part. All members of the coordinate are, so to say, licensed by a
constituent in the Determinant that is itself an SP. This is, I believe, the proper
way to generalize the Clausemate Condition (123) to all forms of coordination. It
is formulated as:
(134)
STATEMENT Generalized Coherence
All constituents in a coordinate belong to the functional complex of
the Determinant.
2
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6. Types and procedures

Under the String Repetition Hypothesis (SR) (chapter 2, (?)) the coordinating
element is introduced syncategorematically. This line is pursued in the present
chapter, where no combinatory power is assigned to COORD. In fact, the
procedure that determines the scope of coordination lives, so to say, on the
sterility of this type. The present approach is far from being unique in treating
coordinators syncategorematically: neither Chomsky (1957) nor Montague (1973)
subsumes them within a full category.
In this chapter, a coordinator is taken to be an element that licenses or provokes
repetition of strings of types but does not contribute to the combinatorics of a
string. A coordinative element is seen as the upbeat to a process of reconstruction, rather than to an arrangement of types. Thus, coordinators are basic types of
a rigid nature, not involved in categorial reductions. As a consequence, we ended
up here with an hybrid grammar under which not every derivational step is
steered by a fixed and general set of combinatory rules but some steps induce
processes rather than arrangements. A similar opposition is motivated in
Hoeksema and Janda (1985) for world wide morphological analysis.
This may seem to be a grave deviation from what categorial grammar is about. I
would not agree to such a judgement. The only alternative to taking coordinators
as inducers of processes rather than of arrangements, is assigning them irreducibly
polymorphic types, as is suggested in Moortgat (1988), Wittenburgh (1986) and
Steedman (1985). Here and in other categorial approaches to coordination we
find the type x/x\x for coordinators, where x is essentially variable. The type is
extremely flexible. On the one hand, it expresses a clear combinatory programme:
it looks to its left and to its right for instances of equal typological breed in order
to deliver that type. On the other hand, x/x\x is a very peculiar species in the
categorial menagerie, being the only (lexical) type without any constant as a
factor. Only coordinators are typed this way; all other type-assignments, lexical
and derivational, are `grounded' in that at least one constant factor is involved.
Moortgat (1988) motivates the use of type variables in parsing explicitly (op. cit.,
p. 174) by distinguishing two problems “... which any empirically adequate
categorial theory has to face:” (1) the need for deriving arbitrary Boolean
coordination and (2) the desirability of a well established relation between natural
language processing and linguistic competence. Although I fully agree with the
quoted qualification of these problems, this pair of challenges for (categorial)
natural language processing occurs to me as extremely heterogeneous. Let me
first briefly discuss the second problem: the relation between parsing and
competence. Moortgat refers to Steedman (1985) and Haddock (1987) for the
claim that incremental, left-to-right processing reflects the mental interpretation
of expressions. He demonstrates that categorial grammar enriched with type
variables can be parsed incrementally, and concludes that categorial grammar, so
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adapted to polymorphism and suiting incremental interpretation, does contribute
to “... an attractive competence-based processing theory” (o.c., p. 174). I do not
share this judgement. Even if, by all we know, mental interpretation is an
incremental process, the adaption of categorial grammar in order to reflect this
interpretation hardly may count as a contribution to processing theory. By the
same means — a Lambekian calculus operating on essential variables —
categorial grammar is prepared to reflect any processing strategy: from right to
left, from centre to periphery, the zigzag mode, and also from left to right.
Categorial grammar does not favour any of these strategies. Incrementality, then,
is not an intrinsic attribute of the system that Moortgat provides, but just one of
the many processing modes that this calculus can be made up for. Therefore, I
am not convinced that categorial grammar is in need of variable types for the sake
of processing theory.
The other problem to the solution of which essential variables are supposed to
contribute is the polymorphism of coordination. This polymorphism is
irreducible: in none of the standard categorial systems is there a finite assignment
of grounded types a\a/a to a coordinator such that all types that can be
coordinated reduce to a. Consequently, it cannot be ensured that for any type b
there is a grounded assignment a\a/a such that b $ a, in order to derive b a\a/a
b $ a (cf. Van Benthem 1991; ch. 5, ch. 7). Thus, a type x\x/x is called for.
Moortgat (1988: 215f) and Van Benthem (1991: 77) note that for a given
sequence of types and a known factorization of the sequence in coordinated and
non-coordinated substrings, the search for values of x is only finite. In a
Lambekian calculus (135a) can be derived iff (135b) and (135c) can be derived,
providing the conjoined type and a value for x.
(135) (a) U Left x\x/x Right V $ a
(b) Left $ a/V\U
(c) Right $ a/V\U
There are two problems here. For one thing, each of the substrings U, Left,
Right and V may consist of different types, for which a reduction to a/V\U
must be found. Moortgat (1988: 195) provides a rule, again introducing variable
types, that derives for any two adjacent types product free umbrella types:
(136)
a b $ y/((y\a)\b)
a b $ y\((y/b)/a).
This variable y, too, must be evaluated by educated guessing. The other problem
with (135) is, of course, that it presupposes that the strings Left and Right are
determined. It is unlikely that this determination can be done efficiently. For a
sequence S x\x/x T $ a, if the length of S is n and the length of T is m, there
are (m.n) factorizations U Left x\x/x Right V that have to be checked for the
derivability of the scheme (135). Though each trial is decidable in the Lambek
calculus (cf. Van Benthem 1991; ch. 7), there is no reason to assume that the
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decision procedure is efficient (cf. König 1990). In any case, a lot of computation
is needed to determine the very restricted number of viable factorizations.
Moortgat (1988: 220) concludes that his approach solves the logical problem of
coordinative polymorphism, but not the “... additional problem of recovering the
left conjunct from the material that has been processed already”. Wittenburgh
(1986: 74) notices that “... the very richness and flexibility of the conjunction
category produces some non-trivial problems for parsing heuristics”.
Furthermore, Bouma (1988) correctly observes that the two main reasons for
having variable types, incremental parsing and coordinative polymorphism, hardly
converge: the resolution of coordination, i.e., the quest for unification of the
ungrounded type x/x/x, requires the destruction of the left context which was
built by rules introducing variables like (136). This state of affairs is similar to
what is captured by the statement in section 3 that the coordination level (the
proper factorization of a coordinated string) is not a level of reduction.
Bouma's observation is not the only paradox that the implementation of type
x\x/x confronts us with. Moortgat (1988: 196) wishes to avoid product types for
non-constituents in coordination explicitly because he considers the assignment
of product types to express a lack of coherence between their components. For
that reason, he introduces (136) instead of the low profile solution a b $ a(b. In
effect, he hereby claims that whatever is coordinated must be considered to be as
coherent as any sequence of types that can be reduced by normal rules of the
categorial calculus, thus putting between quotes the notion of non-constituent
coordination and relaxing the more intuitive notion of coherence between
constituents to co-occurrence in the same coordinate. This reasoning is
paradoxical, I believe. The application of essential type variables — their
substitution in a resolution procedure — is restricted to `coherent' types and does
not extend to just any sequent or product. Yet, it is the lack of coherence within
coordinated strings and the irreducible productivity of (boolean) coordination that
led us towards irreducible polymorphism. If coordination were not so creative but
were restricted to constituents, i.e., types produced by the genuine rules of type
change, coordinators could be assigned a finite set of variable-free types. This
paradox can only be solved if essential variables are proven to be needed also in
cases where they are exclusively resolved by constituents. As far as I know, up
until now no other areas of derivation have been brought up where a rule like
(136) or essential variables are called for. There is little reason to assume that this
is due to poorness of linguistic research. Quite to the contrary, there is reason to
believe that coordination is unique among language structures in its parallelism, or
better: that parallelism is the main feature of the operation of coordinating
phrases. Of course, coherence and parallelism do not exclude each other, but the
coordinates in (137) hardly qualify as coherent:
(137)
Het fotomodel is [ voor Jan op]
en [voor Piet naast]
the model
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de auto gaan staan

the car go stand
`The model went and stood on top of the car for Jan, and beside it for Piet.'

Hence, the use of essential variables in coordination at best solves the logical
problem of coordination. The procedures necessary to resolve the variables run
counter to incremental parsing, the second source of variable types. Variables do
not contribute to the recovering of coordination. Once the coordinates are
determined, the role of the ungrounded type x\x/x is over, but for the
determination of the scope of coordination, unification is inefficient. Thus, for
parsing purposes, ungrounded coordination types are of little use.
In the preceding sections it was argued that coordination can be modelled as a
reconstruction procedure. It accounts for the particulars of coordination by a
rather involved but almost deterministic analysis of partial representations in a
rigid categorial grammar. The procedure cannot be seen as a logical extension of
the grammar it operates on. It is, indeed, of an extragrammatical nature. The
resolution of coordination, in this view, is not a part of the combinatory arsenal,
as it is not steered by the logic of types. Coordination is just a process of
repetition of structures, largely seperate from and independent of the
arrangement of function-argument patterns. The huge amount of options for
coordinates in a typological approach as developed by Moortgat (1988) and
Wittenburgh (1986) is in stark contrast with the lack of structural ambiguity in
coordinated sentences (cf. sections 4 and 5). The procedural approach presented
in this study accounts for this rigid aspect of coordination.
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